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By Mike Minigan 
The possibility of alternative 
meal plans and ,-a follow up of 
the DRAC Budget Report on 
Physical Plant Operations and 
Maintenance, PPO&M,are the 
issues which will be studied by 
DRAC (Dining and Residence 
Advisory Committee) this semes-
ter, according to its chairman 
Bob Millen. 
''We've ·drawn up a list o( 
priorities which we will ref er to 
"tbroughout 'the year," Millen 
said Wednesday. ''These are the 
two issues that we fee.I are im-
portant for this semester." 
'These priorities were .fin~ized 
at the weekly meeting of DRAC 
Wednesday at the Office of Besi-
:dential Life. They were selected 
from the original list of 14 
which included such issues as the 
room draw procedure, residen-
Students · to face · 
keen competition 
By Marion Gordon 
In-state students will be 
finding it more difficult to gain 
admittance to UNH due to a 24 
percent increase in applications 
over the past two years and a 
10,500 limit on enrollment at 
the Durham campus imposed by 
the trustees. 
The percentage of out of state 
students will be cut from around 
30 percent to 25 percent next 
year. 
According to Director of 
Admissions Eugene Savage the 
proportion of out of state 
students has been high "because 
we haven't had the volume of 
in-state applicants." 
According to New Hampshire 
law the state university may 
accept a maximum-of 25 percent 
out of state students. Savage said 
that the trustees could, however, 
waive this rule if it were in the 
best interests of tne University as 
they have done in the past. 
Of the 2,800 in-state 
applicants this year, 2,250 were 
accepted and 1,500 decided to 
enroll. The 550 who weren't 
accepted "didn't meet academic 
standards," Savage said. 
Guidelines for admission have 
been revised since last year. Tne 
ADMISSIONS, page 15 
Pie assasins 
This unassuming, aver-
age-looking man is an 
35.Sa$in. He'll hit any. 
one you want, for a 
price. Why? How? 
Huh? See page 4. 
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tial area judieiary boards and the 
renovation of the lower quad. 
In regards to the Maint~nance 
i&sue, Millen referred to the ini-
tial DRAC budget report of last 
spring and to a New Hampshire 
article of last May which quoted 
the cost of PPO&M maintenance 
to the Residence Office rising 
into "the hundreds of thousands 
of dollars." 
"We feel that there are some 
~ry unfair charge practices be-
ing carried out by Physical 
Plant.," Millen said. "The Resi-
dence Office is paying a lot of 
money to PPO&M and DRAC is 
very concerned why a large per-
centage of that money is being 
paid." 
Millen felt that the alternative 
meal plan issue could be com-
DRAC, page 19 
~ 
The weather 
Friday - mostly sunny - 60's 
Friday night - clear, cool - 40's 
Saturday - variable cloudin~ss - 6.0's 
Dur!1am, N.H. 
Nuke work halts 
CONCORD-The Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals Board 
ruled yesterday that construction be suspended indefinitely on 
the $1.6 billion Seabrook nuclear power plant beeause of ques-
tions concerning how radioactive waste from the plant will be 
stored. 
According to United Press International, the suspension begins 
Oct. K It can_ be lifted by either the appeals board or the full 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. · 
A spokesman for the builders of the plant, Public Service Com-
pany of New Hampshire, said yesterday his company intended to 
take whatever legal steps were necessary to continue construc-
tion. 
The New Ehgland Coalitfon on Nuclear Pollution had sought a 
suspension while new hearings are held on the questions of how 
nuclear fuel would be reprocessed and disposed of after it was 
used at the Seabrook plant. 
The appeals board did not grant that full request, saying either 
it or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission could allow construc-
tion work to resume. 
Robert Backus, a lawyer for the Seacoast Anti-Pollution 
League, said he expects his group's arguments to eventually pre-
vail. The SAPL was among the groups arguing that the construc-




By Diane Breda 
Commuter students are getting 
traffic tickets for parking in the 
unpaved area of the Whittemore 
School Lot B parking lot and areL 
determined to have the tickets 
appealed. 
Junior Medical Technology 
major Denise Haley received- a 
$5.00 ticket Sept. 16 for 'un-
authorized parking on grass.' 
No-parking signs are posted on 
the paved area of the lot bor-
dering the dirt area. The signs 
UNH Director of Admissions Eugene Savage has to deal with new 
admismons restraints. PARKING, page 11 
Ham Smith 
Out in the woods at the 
end of Mill Pond Road 
iS the Hamilton Smith 
Chapet It's a quaint lit-
tle place for weddings 
and such. Story on page 
17. 
Huskies 
The University of Con· 
necticut i;ends its soccer 
team to Durham today 
and its football team 
tomorrow. For the pre-
views of this Yankee 
Conference weekend, 
see page 20. 
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---News Briefs___.. 
SCS changes location · 
The School of Continuing Studies, formerly located in Taylor 
Hall on campus, moved to the University System facility in Lee 
this week. 
This change in location allows for all school personnel to be 
!1oused in one location for the first time. 
~ addition to centralizing school personnel , this move will 
facilitate closer coordination between the school and other sys-
tem offices and activities. Telephone numbers for all sch.ool staff 
remain the same. 
Vaccine allotment reduced 
· The federal government made a 50 per cent cutback _ in New 
Hampshire's allotment for flu vaccines which are supposed to be 
available to Durham residents sometime in October .. 
According to Barbara Cavanaugh, superintendent of nursing at 
Hood House, this cutback of $250,000 means the recipients of 
the flu shots will have to be 25 Jr older unless a person has .a 
chronic illness. 
"In effect this eliminates the college population but there are 
several reasons for this," said Cavanaugh. "College students gen-
erally bounce back to ·health more quickly than older people. 
Also, people over 25 are usually the bread winners of the family 
and sickness can cause more havoc with them," she said. 
Cavanaugh said they are not sure when the vaccine will be avail-
able in Durham but when it is the Unive:rsity arid the town clinic 
will be combined for one day to administer tile innoculations. 
Congreve supports parietals 
The Congreve-House Council has voted unanimously to approve 
the following resolution concerning 24-hour visitation: 
"We the members of the Congreve House Council, acting as repr~s~ntatives of the residents of the hall, feel outside parties' 
interests were placed above tl1e interest of the students in the 
consideration of the experimental 24-hour parietal policy. 
Therefore we demand that Student Government action on this 
matter lead' to resubmission of this parietal policy to President 
Mills. We aim fqr changes, preventing the tampering with stu-
dents' proper political channels by persons or organizations ·not 
affiliated with the University. . 
Finally, we commit ourselves to any action toward these goals 
that Student Government may be inclined to take.,, 
SANE sponsors teach-in 
Starting Oct. 4 there will be a week-long symposium called 
"Nuclear Power and Alternative Energy Teach-In,, sponsored by 
the Students Against Nuclear Energy (SANE). 
The program, ·which includes speakers, films, demonstrations 
and a panel discussion will · be held at the Memorial Union 
Building and is free arid open to the public. · 
"We are doing this in conjunction with the Clam Shell Al-
liance," says group spokesman Mark Pillsbury. "In the past, the 
Clam has held rallies and demonstrations to draw attention to the 
proposed Seabrook power plant. The week long teach-in will be a 
very positive thing, a chance for people to find out about the 
nuke question; and also to· see what alternatives we propose." 
Harry Spanos, democratic candidate for Governor, will speak 
about his opposition to the !luke plant in New Hampshire on 
Monday, Oct. 4 at 2 p.m; in the MUB. 1 
UPTC elects new chairman 
By Tom Nelson 
Professor Charles Breeding of . 
Thompson School of Applied 
Science was appointed chairman · 
of the Uµiversity Parking and 
Traffic Committee by a unani-
mous vote of the committee Sept. 
15. -
The committee members fOr 
1976/1977 are ; DaVid A. Flan-
ders, director of public 5af ety, 
William Evans, assistant director 
of residential life, Eugene 
Leaver, director of PPO&M, 
William Keener, manager of cre-
dits & collections, Kim Sprague, 
facilities planner, Joanne Raedel, 
operating staff member, Bernard 
Gordon, faculty member, Cleve-
land HowCU'd, faouity mombor 
and three student representatives 
who have not yet been named. 
There will be one student repre-
se n ta ti ve for residents, com-
muters, and graduates. -
The traffic committee deter-
mines UNH parking and traffic 
policies. In the past the commit-
tee has be.en criticized because 
of the overcrowded parking sit-
uation on campus and the 
amount uf traffic tickets given 
out. 
Last year 12,9 35 parking per-
mits were given out for approx-
imately 4000 parking spaces and 
16,24 7 tickets were issued. This · 
compares favorably with ·74-75 
when 39,860 tickets were given 
out. So far this year about 7000 
permits have been given out for 
about 4200 spaces and about 
3000 citations have been issued. 
He said that the com~ittee 
was well aware that they were 
taking a calculated risk, based on 
predicted turnover, by issuing 
more parking permits than 
spaces a vailibie. 
·Breeding, who teaches soil sci-
ence and dendrology' and has 
been a faculty member since 
1963, has been on the traffic 
committee for four years. He in-
dicated that he was not satisfied 
with the current overcrowded 
situation and that the committee 
would continue to try to hn-
prove it Using some · methods 
that they have used in the past 
two years. · 
The Committee is continuing 
the search for funding for more 
parking spaces. They are limiting 
parking in the core of the campus 
to· relieve congestion. Faculty, 
staff and commuters living more 
than a mile away from T-Hall 
will continue to receive priority. 
Breeding said, "I accepted the 
chairmanship of the committee 
because I felt that it was a chal-. 
lenge and responsibility that I 
could meet. In the course of this 
academic year the committee 
TRAFFIC, page 16 
l 
T-School..Prof essor Charles .Breeding wilt hav~ the -upper nana in 
deciding parking and traffic policies. (NickNovick photo) 
Survey creates Controversy over 
. . . 
coastalzone management pro1ect 
By Duncari Sweet 
In June 1976, A.&sistent Professor 
of Political Science David Moore 
sen~ a questionnaire about a 
coastal m~agement project to 
550 political, business, and en-
vironmental leaders in New 
Hampshire. UNH Trustee Stacey 
Cole says some of Moore's ques-
tions are "none of his damn 
business." 
The survey pertains to pro-
jected plans for a The survey 
pertains to projected plans for a 
Coastal Zone Management Pro-
ject which would coordinate the 
use, management and develop-
ment of coastal zones in towns 
along the New Hampshire Sea-
coast. 
''The Project will hopefully Moore stressed that any parti-
be in effect by mid-1977~" said cipation in the survey was purely 
Moore. He said he does not on a voluntary basis. He said re-
know how much money will be sponses to the ,questlons were 
appropriated to New Hampshire not forced but anyinforination 
for the project's operational · a person submitted was done so 
costs, but 80 per cent of the on his own initiative. 
funds needed will be obtained UNH President Eugene Mill& 
from the federal government and said, "If someone is worried 
a matching 20 per cent will be about the outcome of the survey 
provided from state funds. they shouldn't participate." 
Moore's survey contained A person's privacy is protected 
questions about a respondant's by a federal law that established 
personal income, his political the University's Committee on 
philosopnies and his thoughts on the Protection of Hum~ Sub-
New Hampshire's tax structure. jects, which reviewed and ap-
Cole said . these questions have proved Moore's procedures for 
"no relevance to the Coastal insuring the confidentiality of all 
Zone Management Project." responses: 
Cole received the survey and 'I The only link between a per-
refused to complete it saying, son and his questionnaire is a 
''The amount of money I make I number printed on the survey 
and my political philosophy, no and a .master list with the corres-
matter how far to the right or ponding names and number 
left, has nothing to do with the which only Moore nas access to. 
structure of CZM Project." Moore said when the project is 
State Senator Robert Preston completed the master list will be 
for the Sanborn concert. The shared Cole's views. "I don't see burned. 
·Sarah Vaughan did not sell out 
SCOPE loses on concert 
By Brent Macey· 
Scope and Cultural Events lost 
between $5,000 and $6,000 on · 
the Sarah Vaughn Concert ac-
cording to a MUSO spok.esman 
at the Bureau of the Budget 
meeting Tuesday afternoon.. 
Only 1,307 tickets were sold. 
Committee members said it was 
probably a "good weekend to go 
home." · 
Other topics discussed in-
cluded an appraisal of the funds 
raised from the photo classes 
and darkroom sign up, the up-
coming David Sanborn Concert, 
the Jeff Beck concert and a Nu-
clear Power Week sponsored by 
SANE {Students Agains Nuclear 
Energy). . · 
Twenty places are still avail-
able for dark room sign up •. 
The David Sanborn Concert 
was unanimously approved for 
Oct. 8. 
The Jeff Beck Uoncert sche-
duled for Oct. 13 was debated.1 
A concern was voiced by MUSO 
representatives that the Beck 
concert would interfere with the 
financial success of Sanborn 
Concert scheduled only five days 
earlier. 
It is a general rule of the com-
mitee tnat concerts be spaced by 
at least fifteen days. This is out 
of. respect for the financial situa-
tion of most college students. 
SCOPE sponsors of the Beck 
concert felt that the groups 
would appeal to different sectors 
of the student body and there-
fore would not effect the sales 
committee voted in favor of the fhe relation between the con-
Beck concert. troversial questions and the final 
Neil Linskey, a representative outcome or the operation of the 
from SANE, requested a $500 CZM Project." . 
grant for a "Nuclear Power and UNll Trustee and State Sen-
Alterna ti ve Teach-In Week" ator D. Alan Rock refused to 
scheduled Oct. 4th-8th. answer the survey saying he 
The $500 will be used partiy thought his privacy might be in-
for transportation of three guest vaded. . . 
speakers, one of whom is Ralph . State Representative_ Jim · 
Nader, and partly for police, · Splalne of Po~smo~t~ said he 
firemen and publicity costs.. though Moore s dec1S1ons were 
· - · valid and there was no reason he 
Although the week will be should be castigated for his- ac-
concerned mainly with alternate tions. 
"The questionnaire was de-
vised so that information , ob-
t.ained would be useful to repre-
sentatives in the state govern-
ment in formulating a useful 
CZM plan for New Hampshire. I 
made up the questions in a man-
ner consistent with ·my profes-
sional expertise." 
Mills said,. ''The~e types of 
questions are an integral part of 
this kind of interview and are 
standard questions in almost any 
type of policy survey." 
_energy discussions, ~ilms and ex- Splaine said the reaction to 
hib~s, Linsky said, "There will the tax questions is "an example 
be ample opportunity for people of 'the paranoia that runs ram-
against nuclear power to express pant in people opposed to taxes 
their opinions. The Budget Com- when they are questioned about COA. ST AL ZONE, page 16 
mittee granted the r~quest. taxes." 
Mills def ended questions on 
New Hampshire's tax structure, 
saying they were relevant to the 
proposed procedures used in ob-
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Dayan says U.S. • IS key to Mid-East peace 
By ~ar!( l>ridham 
Fbrmer Israeli Defense Minis-
ter Moshe Dayan. said he fore-
sees, "a very pro:rnisin;; prospect-
for peace in the Middle East 
with the help of the United 
States." 
Dayan said that, "Syria, Jor-
dan, Egypt and Israel are ready 
to sit · down to 9iscuss lasting 
peace under the direction of the 
U.S." 
The U .s. ' is the only country 
in the world that can mediate 
the peace in that area of the 
world, according to Dayan. He 
said it could be done through 
diplomati' pressure and econo-
mic aid to the poorer Arab 
countries such as Egypt and 
Jordan. 
In his hour long address before 
a receptive ·crowd of 1,800 in 
Snively Arena, Dayan added a 
cautious note to his otherwise 
optimistic speech. 
"Unless your country steps in 
to try and settle this problem we 
will have another war in the 
Middle East, the Soviet Union 
will step in, and tnen it's your 
problem,'' warned Dayan. 
-The political situation in the 
Middle East has changed, accord-
ing to Dayan .. He said the Arabs 
have learned from the defeats of in 1948 would have allowed all 
the four previous Arab-Israeli the countries of that area to live 
wars. in peace with one another~ But 
"They want to obtain their the Arabs wanted to take over 
objectives through diplomatic the entire area," according to 
and political means -· not war. Dayan,; 
That's why they have turned .tp During that war, 600,000 
tfie U.S.~" ·he added. Arabs left the Israeli sector of 
Dayan·' went on to give a his- Palestine, and 800,000 Jews liv-
tory of the four wars which have ing in Arab countries emmigrat-
plagued the Middle East since ~ed to Israel. 
the founding of Israel in 1948. The second war occurred in 
"The United Nation's declara- 1956 when President Nasser of 
·tion of the partition of Palestine ;Egypt nationalized the Suez 
· Canal and closed tne waterway 
to Israel. England and France 
attacked Egypt and Israel joined 
in. 
In 1967, Nasser again closed 
the canal to Israel and ordered 
the UN -peace-keeping force out. 
This prompted the six-day war, 
wqich ' Dayan referred to as, '~a 
Russian def eat as well as an 
Egyptian defeat." 
The last war, in 1973, lasted 
16 days an~ involved the 
heaviest fighting of all the wars. 
Part of the 1,800 person audience listens atten~ively as former 
Israeli Defense M:inister · Moshe Dayan addresses them at Sni"\lely 
Arena Wednesday evening. (Wayne King photos) 
Both the 1967 and 1973 wars 
turned into, "a potential conflict 
between the U.S. and U.S.S.R.," 
according to Dayan. 
But the -situation has changed 
for the better and Dayan cited 
the reopening of tne Sue~ Canal 
and the two million Egyptians 
. now living in formerly destroyed 
cities along the canal as exam-
ples. 
When asked which presidential 
candidate displayed views most 
agreeable to Israel, Dayan joked, 
"Our candidate or yo'urs?" He 
then added that "eit11er candi-
date is okay with us." 
When asked to comment on 
the situation in Lebanon, Dayan 
placed the blame on the Pales-
tinean Liberation Organization 
(PLO). He called the PLO, .. an 
individual - military organization 
within a sovereign state." 
Daya11 was asked to comment 
on the large sale of U.S. jets to 
Saudi Arabia. He said he realized 
this was a necessity if the U.S. 
was to replace the U.S.S.R. as 
the dominating influence on 
Arab policy. 
Dayan added, "An agreement 
that tne Saudi's will not sell 
tnese pianes to other countries 
should be a condition of the 
sale. You have this agreement 
with your European allies." 
Dayan told the audience, "For 
tne first time in history, an 
opportunitY. for lasting peace 
exists. 
"We don't want Americans to 
fight for us, we want them to 
help· prevent future hostilit.i:::~s. '' 
Moshe Dayan reflects on 
his life, work and country 
Cyclist 
gets hit 
UNH student Frank doger 
Bies Ill was nit by a car while 
riding his bicycle in/ front of 
Thompson Hall shortly after 2 
p.m. Wednesday afternoon. Bies, 
a resident of Alexander Hall, was 
t.aken to Hood House with nu-
merous bruises. He was not ex~ -
pected to remain overnight. 
Lester G. Eastman~ 19, also :a·· 
UNH studen·t, of 3 Creighton 
Rd.~ ·Newmarket was driving the. 
car which nit Bies. According to 
police, Bies was travelling east 
down Main S.t. when ne collided 
with the Eastman car as ·it 
tm:ned into :ihe- .drivew"y ·1e.~qi~g 
to T.tiomp~on · a~1L Bies ' ;was 
throwri off nis bi~ycle , a·gairi~t a 
stoppe.d car dr.iven PY Morgag s: 
Long~· ~7,,_ .108 Y o~lc ~t." Xork.,.. 
Maine; ~ kJng's mottier was. witb-
hi~ intne car .... __ ~ ..__ .._. _, 
By Gary Langer 
General Moshe Dyan, the famed 
Israeli leader who l~d his country 
to victory in the 1956 and 1967 
Arab-Israeli Wars, is a mild, un-
assuming man. He exudes a self-
assurance that is tempered by his 
humility. Dayan 's handshake is 
brisk, his face is misleadingly 
harsh~ his brief and occasional 
smile is twisted and wry. 
Sitting in the back of the car 
taking· him from UNH to his 
Boston hotel Wednesday night, 
Dayan punctuated his remarks 
with his physical movements-
lean i ng forward attentively, 
sitting back in his seat or looking 
directly at the interviewer. 
Dayan asked what the people 
who attended his -speech that 
night at Snively Arena thought 
of his presentation. 
"Were they cfissappointed?'' 
he asked, speaking with an odd 
Hebrew /British accent. "Did 
they expect more'?" 
Dayan exhibited his desire to 
learn more about his own public 
image. ''Those- that were- un-
happy (with his speech), what 
do you think they would have 
expected me to do?" he asked. 
Dayan was asked what he 
thinks of American students. 
"Well, I am very pleased with 
them," he said. "I was expecting 
a ~ore radical and revolting 
kind. They are quite conserva-
tive, which I like_ I think they 
Police are still investigating the 
accident. to qetermine wno was 
at fault. 
·~ Frank Roger ts1es iH is attended to by the~--u.umatn Am-lmlanee Corps. following"" his at:ito•!>ike~ 
. collision. (Gary A. Levine photo) 
work hard while they are in 
University." 
Dayan sat facing the intet-
viewer, his face thoughtful, his 
hands laying motionless in his · 
lap. 
"The~ listen attentively and 
ask intelligent questions," he 
concluded. 
Dayan said he sees the same 
attitudes in Israeli students. 
Moshe Dayan is a native 
Israeli. His parents emigrated 
from Russia in the early 1900s. 
He spoke about his thoughts on 
Jews and Israel. 
"Israel is a Jewish state/' he 
said, "and I'd like to see all tne 
Jews in there. To be an, 
American Jew, you live in 
America. Or you can be a 
South African Jew in South 
Mrica; or an Australian Jew in 
Australia. But you can be a 
Jewish Jew only in Israel." 
Why don't the majority of 
Jews live in Israel? 
''They are Jews by heritage," 
Dayan answered; "but I suppose 
they celebrate their national 
holidays with more feeling than 
they observe Jewish 1101idays. 
''They would take Lincoln as 
their hero rather than Josllua. 
They are being brought up with 
the history of their country}'' he 
said wi~h a hint of regret in his 
voke. 
"What is being a Jew?" he 
asked rhetorically. "It's some-
thing, some feeling th~t you . 
share with the Jewish people, a 
feel for. the past, for the 
CQUntry. -I'm not complaining," 
11e contjnu~d, "but Jews are .be-
coming more and more.. the 
native of tl1eir present COUOtrY •. " 
Dayan said he · do~ not tblnk 
th~t it is the re5pon~ibilitY of 
Israel to enti.ce the World J~wrv 
to ~eturn to Israel. · · - · 
"!ps, nothing th.at y,ou cah talk 
DAYAN, page 10 
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Co-op offers inexpensive food 
By Leslie Manuel 
This year's University food 
co-op program will be an im-
provement over last semester's 
because of a new sense of com-
munity and. cooperation ac-
L'Ording to University co-op pre-
sident David Nelson. -
This will be the third semester 
of tile University Foqd Co-op. It 
was originally started by ttie 
Newmarket Co-op which also 
started the Exeter and Raymond 
Co-ops. 
Nelson, a notel administration 
major and second semester ju-
nior said, "The goal of the pro-
gram is to supply better food at 
lower prices to the University 
Community." 
The University food co-op will 
start ordering their proc;luce .~ 
week from Thursday. Ordering 
forms and price lists will be a-
vailable at the MUB and ordering 
will take place from 3 to 6 at 
tables across from the ticket 
desk. Pick up will be from 3 to 6 
on Mondays in tne basement of 
the Women's Center on Incin-
erator Road. 
According to Nelson the rea-
son the prices are so low is be-
cause foods such as fish, dairy 
products, fruits, vegetables, 
breads, cheeses, wnole grains, 
etc. are purchased through & 
direct route . between producer 
and consumer, eliminati_ng extra 
costs. 
"We buy at wholesale prices 
which ar~ the same prices and 
probably the same market as 
Shop 'n' Save but we are able to 
sell the pr~duce at much lower 
prices," said Nelson. 
"The .first step in the pur-
chasing system begins with tne 
surveyer wno quotes the prices •. 
The order forms are then filled 
out and ten percent is added to 
tne price for handling, trucking 
fees, publicity, trash removal, 
etc. In essence it is a non-profit 
organization without a lot of 
costs," said Nelson. 
Nelson is trying to maintain 
the Co-op as "an organized 
FOOD CO-OP, p!!ge 1 R 
Testing center may close down 
By Elizabeth Donovan 
Due to lack of funding, the 
Counseling and Testing Center at. 
UNH amy> be dissolved, jeopar-
dizing the jobs of six staff mem-
bers. Some say that court action 
or unionization might result. 
mine if students' needs will be 
adequately met. If approved, the 
proposal would be effective July 
1, 1977. Stevens said no decision 
will be made before Nov. 24. 
Stt!vens submitte'd the propos· 
Thomas DuBois, David Cross, 
Hubert Hardy and Robert 
According to a proposal sub-
mitted by Vice Provost of Stu-
dent Affairs Richard Stevens, 
two other campus agencies 
al at a meeting last Friday morn-
i'n g. Present were Thomas 
DuBois, acting director of Coun-
seling and Health Services and 
Dr. Charles Howarth, medical 
director for Hood House. 
-Congdon, and two clinical assis-
tants; Barbara Brockelman and 
Judy Palmer. '!'hey will be given 
chances , to apply for jobs in the 
mental hygiene unit but priority 
will not be given. 
When asked· wnat the staff's 
reactions to the proposal were, 
Thomas DuBois said, "anger, dis-
may and puzzlement. ''The day 
it was made public was when I 
first found out about the pro-
posal," DuBois said. 
It,s apple season and one UNH student seems especially 
psyched ••• or hungry. 
"The day it was made public was 
when I first found out ••• " 
would absorb the Counseling 
and Testing Center. Stevens said 
the plan was submitted because 
no new funds were allotted stu-
dent health in. the new budget. 
The six staff members of the 
Counseling and Testing Center 
received letters informing them 
that the proposal w9uldn't guar-
antee them employment in the 
new facilities. 
A source who will not be 
named, says she thinks this will 
trigger court action and spur 
Univer$ity professional staff to 
unionize. 
The proposal is being reviewed 
by a special committee to deter-
The proposal suggests transfer-
ring the testing service to Career 
Planning and Placement and ex-
panding Hood House to include 
a mental hygiene unit. The 
Counceling service will be dis-
solved entirely. Stevens said tne 
plan included recommondations 
for outreach counselors in the 
mental hygiene unit. 
~'The thrust of the plan," said 
Stevens, "is to provide service 
that is equal to or better than 
what is now offered by the 
Counseling and Testing Center 
but at a reduced cost." 
The people affected by the 
proposal are 'four psychologists, 
f The cream pie mafia 
iopens for business 
::::::: )f 
iff By Mark Pridham 
*t If you ,ve been bewildered 
:ifI; about the meaning of those signs 
:@ waming: "ZM is Coming -- Be-
!H ware", wonder no more. The 
'l! "Zoso Mafioso" has arrived! 
!~~ For a $5.00 fee, this four-man 
@: student Mafia will "assassinate" 
m. the person of your choice with a 
!Wi cream pie. A snapshot of the 
!ff pie-faced victim is included in 
\fl the price and sent to whomever 
+ ordered the contract .. 
"It's a great way to relieve 
your -aggressions," according to 
Tony Viola, another member of 
the "Family". Viola said the ser-
vice is also open to members of 
the faculty, but "prices will be 
arranged depending on the vic-
tim." 
The four assassins made theiI 
first nit early Wednesday morning 
when professor Starr Schlobaum 
was pie-faced in front of 50 stu-
dents during his marketing class 
in McConnell Hall. 
i!j);: According to ·Gary Chappell, Chappell and Viola, wearing 
[l[ tne Godfatner of ZM, "The Zoso Mafia-style suits and carrying 
::g Mafioso was the idea of three violin cases, entered the class-
')iiii friends and myself. For $5.00 a room and announced, "ZM ·has 
@ student can put a contract out arrived." 
IJ:: on anyone--other students,- Hit-man Dave Berman fol-
I\i: friends, enemies, unfaithful lov- lowed and removed the pie from 
ti ers, or faculty·" his brief case. 
:J 
,·,: "All a student has to do is call 
H.e disagrees that court action 
or unionization will occur. He 
said the staff intends to defend 
their position and fight to keep 
the center open. Its elimination, 
he said, would- be a "large loss" 
to the students. 
He said he does not agree that 
·the new proposal will provide 
equal or better service to the stu-
dent. He didn't elaborate on his 
reasons why. 
N.H. gets 
By Jonathan Hebbard 
The first sh~pment of .swh1e flu 
vaccine will arrive in New Hamp-
shire on OctQber first, but any 
person under the age of 25 will 
not be allowed to receive the 
innoculation in a state clinic. 
Carol Maleska, public health 
nurse at the ·New Hampsttire-
Influenzo Immunization Pro-
gram, said yesterday that "all 
vaccine allotments have been 
WSBE Pro~essor Starr Schlobaum gets "hit" by the ZM.- (Gary i 
Levine photo) W 
grabbed. the }lie and hurled it A University of Kansas profes--~M 
into Schlobohm's face while his sor went so far as to pressM 
50 students watched in amaze- , battery charges against an al- @ 
ment. ! leged member of the "Brother- IM 
Not stopping th~re, the four ~ood of Pie Assassins" after be- f~~ 
members of the "Greek Under- mg chbcolate-creamed. iii@ 
world" pie-faced Rick Bean at '.fhe student ~ot a full jury f~jJ 
Funk and Bump night in the trial where his supporters :~~~ 
MUB Pub. · showed up to protest, wearing¥ 
pie-t.in helmets and carryindl 
Pie-facing is not a new- signs reading, "If pies were out-M 
commer to college campuses. It lawed only outlaws would have @ 
was a big fad at many of the lar- pies," and "Walk softly and car- ~g 
ger colleges across the country, ry a big pie." ~;-:'. 
however, it was shortlived be- Obviously the. professor did ~[i[~! 
cause not every one thought it not consider the incident in 1~i 
was all that funny. "good taste." ,,.,,, 
::.:-:::.:-::*--... ·: .. ·:.:::,·--, ..:~.·:-·:;·:.::.·-.:::,·,:·'":-·._-;.-._·:::.::,:_:_;-.:---:,·.·.,·,:,·_·,·,:_:_~.--J\!11' :::::::::::::::=:=~== ;:;.::~::.;.~::~. =i:~=~~=~=i=~~=;~:~:::~. :=:=:=;=-:·==:·===-;-;==·:;::::;::::~~===:::::::::::~::::: ~:::~=~=~=mJ=~=~:~:~== ~=~@i=·~:~:~:r;:;=;=~=;=;)~:~:~:~=~=(~}~:~~:?.~=~=Kt}~::::;:::::: =~:~=It~=~=i:~~r~=~~:f=~~t=i:~=i=~*~=~=f~=f~=~:~:~:i:f~=~=~;~tt~J~=~=~=~~:~=i=~t~ti:~:~:~:~:~:~;i:~:f:rI;~~:~~~~~~~~=~~~~J~!t~~~~~?:s~;=~~=~=~t~t -Mi-:-:.:-:"'·.: • . :.;-... -:. ·~ ·~:.· ·-~, 
~;;::: the 'pie-line~ at 868--9872, or 
'.@j 2-1300 - it's as easy as that," 
::K said Chappell. 
Then in c.ime Mr. ZM himself, 
Dave Ferran. Wearing a black 
cape and black leotards with a 
ZM insignia on the front, Gerren 
• vaccme 
halved by the federal govern-
ment, so we've b~"'n f~·:-cc to 
raise the minimum age to 25 in 
order to have enough for the 
high risk groups." 
"The allotment for New 
Hampshire is 500,000," said 
Barbara Cavanaugh, Superinten-
dent of nurses at Hood House. 
''This means that there was ori-
ginally 1,000,000 doses because 




dy Jamie Batsori 
. Half a dozen UNH students 
successfully harnessed the sun 
this summer. The group working 
out of the Environmental Mini-
dorm was presented with a cita-
tion from the Governor's Coun-
cil on Energy for constructing a 
solar energy converter. 
''The convertor was one.of th·e 
projects discussed when we first 
began planning the Environmen-
tal Mini dorms." said Kevin Bean, 
a senior and an original organizer 
of the dorm. 
The five dorm members were 
advised in their summer project 
by Physics graduate student 
George Simpson. Simpson also 
guided the group in the con-
struction of a working model of 
the convertor last year. 
The convertor has been in-
stalled on the roof of the build-
ing that houses the water heating 
system that serves the six mini-
dorms. It works by capturing the 
suns rays and converting them to 
heat. This will supplement the 
present heating system and save 
both fuel and money ''We 
don't have the statistics on the 
effectiveness of the convertor " 
calculated yet," said Bean. 
The convertor was completed 
in June and hooked up in Aug-
ust. 
SOLAR ENERGY, page 16 
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Relocation Route 
- Kingsbury ii.ii l B&M Ra1iroad Rt. 155 




The arrows point the route to be ·ronowed when a huilding is moved from Kingsbury to Central 
Receiving Oct 6. The route wm be closed from 6:30 a.m. to 10:-30. 
Main Street to he closed 
Building .to he relocated 
By Jennifer Gral'.!t 
A ma1or move will occur 'On 
campus Oct. 6 between 6: 30 and 
10:30 a.m . . The. existing storage 
buitding locahd behind 
Kingsbury Hall will be relocated 
behind the Central Receivi n g 
Building. 
Dave Waterhouse, estimator of 
the 'QNH service department, 
reports, ''This move could effect 
many people within the com-
munity." Oct. 4 and 5 the rear 
portion of the Kingsbury park-
ing lot will be sealed off. On 
Oct.6 the entire p~arking lot will 
have to be cleared until the 
building is en route. 
The route for the move starts 
at Kingsbury Hall driveway, out · 
Demeritt Road and onto.College 
Road. It will then proceed onto 
Main Street and out part 
Thompson School to Central 
Receiving. 
Water~ouse sai~ "We expect 
to be clear of College Road and 
the Main Street intersection by 
7:30 and- will attempt as fast as 
humanly possible to be off Main 
St~" He silid he expects to finish 
by 10:30. 
Those people entering Durham 
by way of Rte.4 should take the 
by-pass to the Madbury Road 
exit and follow it to either Gar-
rison Avenue or Strafford Ave-
nue ancl onto Main Street. 
The reason for this move is 
twofold. Mainly to provide space 
for the proposed Sea Grant Buil-
. ding, a research marine biology 
lab. 
Waterhouse said,"The buil-
ding of this lab, headed by Bob 
Corell and the Sea Grant foun-
dation, is expected to be ready 
for occupancy by Jvne," 
The lab is being built with par-
tial federal funding to train re-
searchers in the marine biology 
field. 
The other reason for the move 
is to relocate a departmen't of ge· 
neral maintenence. now opera-
ting froin th~ SCORE building, 
into the newly located building 
at Central Receiving. "This," 
says Waterhouse, "will give us 
the ability to unite our forces 
into one common location." 
Waterhouse said "Twenty-nine 
people are directly involved with 
this project. Dana Wood of Al,1.-
burn will .be the _primary mover. 
The telephone company· will re-
move wires, with the Service De-
partment and Public Service re-
sponsible for all other wire rele>-
cations. 
Traffic aids and Campus Police 
.wHl be interested in pedestrian 
and traffic problems and re-
routing procedures. 
Jl!he division of Public Safety 
will be deploying fire apparatus 
and ambulance services to vari-
ous points on campus to prevent 
any emergency hold-ups. 
Waterhouse said, "The interest 
and cooperation of everyone in-
volved had been wonderful and 
averwhelming." 
Swine flu • • here 
SWINE FLU 
cont!-flued from page 4 
there was a ~0- percent cutback 
uy the federal government." 
''The ·first shipment will be--
used to innoculate physicians, 
nurses, innoculation teams.,._ and 
patients at nursing homes. Any 
extra will be used in Coos 
County, the northernmost area 
of the state which is hit earliest 
· by tpe flu s_eason," said Maleska. 
The vaccine will be alloted by 
amounts used after ,the first ship-' 
ment.. Enough vaccine will be 
issued to bring the amount of 
available vaccine back to the 
vaccine 1s 
original level each week. 
New Hampshire has been 
divided into 16 dJ.Stricts, each 
with its own jet injector, an 
innoculation tool which resem-
bles a pistol. 
As each additional allotment · 
arrives, one clinic will be held in 
e'l.ch of the 16 districts until'all 
towns have had access to tne 
vaccine. 
The Oyster Ri"ver Home 
Health Organization {ORHHO) 
is in charge of UieDurham, Lee, 
Madbury and Newmarket area..s, 
which will receive the vaccine on 
the same day. 
Linda Gill, administrative 
nurse for the ORHHO, said ·yes-
terday, "No dates or speciffc 
sites have been established. 
Vaccinations for Durham, Lee 
and Madbury residents will be 
given somewhere on the UNH 
campus and the Newmarket site 
has been tentatively schedated 
for the Newmarke? High SehooJ. 
"A:ll. persons receiving the 
vaccination will have to sign a 
release form and if there is any 
question about the, health of an 
individual on innoculation day 
SWINE FLU, page 8 
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HOURS: Mon, Wed, Thurs, 
uather Care Products. 
9:30. 7:00 
Fri 9:30. 9:30~ 
Tues, Sat 9:30 • 5:30 
DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM LOEWS CINEMA 
campus calendar 
Friday, October 1 
LAST DAY TO COMPLETE AND RETURN "INTENT TO 
GRADUATE" CARDS TO REGISTRAR FOR DECEMBER 
GAADUATION. 
'LAST _QAY TO ADq COURSES WITHOUT $10 LATE ADD 
FEE. 
SVTO PROGRAM: "Rock & Soul '64," Coos Room, MUB, Noon 
-3 p.m. -
MEN'S INTERCOL.LEGIATE SOCCER: Connecticut, Memorial 
fleld, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE TENNIS: Maine, Field f:'touse 
Courts, 3:30 p.m. 
MUSO: Chicago Blues Artist "Koko Taylor & The Blues Ma-
chine," Strafford Room, MUB, 7 :30 p.m. Students $I; general 
and at the door $1.50. -
MUB PUB: "The Tuckahoe Band," 8 p.m. 
Saturday, October -2 
HEAL TH STUDIES OUTREACH OFFERING: Outdoor Educa-
tion Workshop for teaQiers. Activities and skills included in Pro-
ject Adventure Curriculum in public schools; New Hampshire 
Hf111; registration $10 f'er per.son; student~ $5; regis~ration at ~ 
a.m. For more information, call the Physical Education Depart-
ment, UNH 862-2070. · 
MEN'S I NTE RCOL LEGl/\TE .FOOTBALL: University of 
Connecticut, Cowell Stadium, 1 :30 p.m. Students $2; general ad-
Tlission $2.50; reser~ed seats $4·.50. · 
MUB PUB: ~'TheT_uckahoe Band,!' 8 p.m. 
Sunday, Ocfohet 3 _ 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with his "oldies" program, 8 p.m. 
Monday, October 4 
-FACULTY CAUCUS MEETING: Room 314, McConnell Hall, 4 . 
p.m. _ 
Itri.. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and dlstritntted semi-weekly 
throughout .the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial 
Union Building, Durham N.H. 03824. Phone 8,.§8-7561 or 862-1490. 
Yearly subscription $7 .00 Second class postage paid at Durham, N.H~ 





CRP-1 No Pocket $6.95 
CRP-2 WithPocket $9.95 
CRP-3 - Reinforced $12.95 
Write Box 59 Durham, 
or call 7 49-2654 
Bonne Bell 
Lip Smacker $2.50 
A new k;nd of <Jj~t 
l lipstick i5i 
by Chop Strck. ~§ 
-- J{I '· -8~ 
! · ·· ~faybelline _ 
G __ :~~: Kissing Potion $1.89 
r"\ '""''''""' • If:::::/.- """I Ill ~,1,1 <ll\ 
'..........i ... ~·· , .. 
at cosmetic depart~ent 
~~~ CARE P~ARMACY ~·A,~ Ut1c. 51- 53 M11n St OUR HAM N H 
Dlal 161·2210 
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notices 
GENERAL ORGANIZATIONS 
NO WEEKEND FOR PARENTS: The University will not STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting, Monday, Oct 
officially sponsor a weekend for parents during academic ober 4, Grafton Room, MUB, 7 p.m. Meeting to promote 
year 76-77. However, pa'rents are invited to visit· campus recycling 011 campus. Newcomers welcome. 
anytime. Following are son;e of the Un iversity activities 
planned for October weekends: October 8,9,15, and 16: ALPHA EPSILON DEL IA: Pre-Med Honor Society 
University Theater, "Tobacco Road," 8 p.m.; October 9, meet ing, Tuesday, October 5, Room 101, lddles, 5:30 
Homecoming, Women's Field Hocke.y vs. Northeastern at p.m. To be discussed : initiation of new members and 
10:30 a.m. and Men's Football vs. Un iversHy of Maine at careers Day. Attendance is mandatory. 
1: 30 p.m.; October 24, UNH Celebr ity Series, Buffalo 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Michael Tilson Thomas conduct- -PHI UPSILON OMICRON DINNER: All Horne Econom-
ing, 2: 30 p.m. ics Majors are invited to a free. Foreign Foods Dinner on 
WEdnesdaY, October 6, Activities Room .of the Durham -
VACANCY: Student Member for the MUB PUB Board Community Church, 5·8 p.rn. Sign up sheet on bulletin 
of Directors. Applications· sifould include a br'ief state- board outside Horne Ee. Lounge, Pettee Hall. 
ment of interest in becoming a member of t he Board, 
verificaiton (. TESSERACT: Meeting, Monday, October 4, Hanover 
Room, MUB, 8:30 p.m . 
VACANCY: Student Member for the MUB. PUB Board 
of Directors. APPiications should include a brtef state-
ment of interest in becoming a member of the Board, 
verification of being a currently enrolled student as well 
1 
as n;:ime, address, age, and telephone number. If you are 
interested in the PUB and willing to contribute12-3 hours 
per month to Its activities, please consider applying for 
this position. submit applications to Patricia Cleveland, 
Administrative Office, Room 322, MUB. Deadline: Fri· 
dqy, October a. 111~c1v1cwsana se1ecuon October ll. 
ADULT SWIM PROGRAM: Offered by UNH Recreation 
STUDENTS FOR A PARK: Meeting, Monday, October 
4, Belknap Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Organizational meeUng 
for campus con.cert shell. 
SEN.IOR KEV: Meeting, Tuesday, October 5, senate 
Room, MUB, 9 p.m. 
SCOPE: General meeting. Tuesda'-1 . Oc.tt>bAr & , Morr 
1mack Room, MUB, 7 p.m. All interested In working on 
Jeff Beck show, please attend. 
Department. The six-week program is designed for adu1ts STUDENT CAUCUS: Meetings every Sunday, Hills-
interested in learning basic swimming skills. Classes will boro-Sullivan Room, MUB, 6 p.m. Agenda can be pick· 
meet Wednesday evenings from 6:15 • 7:15 at SwaieY ed up in R.oom 129 or 132, MUB, Fridays. 
Pool in the UNH Field House, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. University 
Recreation Pass holders $6; others $15. For more infor- ANG EL FLIGHT: Meeting, Wednesday, October 6, 
mation call 862-2031. Room 320, MUB, 8 P.m. Introductory meeting tor nat-
UNM/AAUP MEETING: First meeting of the UNH Chap. 
ter of American Association of university Professors, Fri-
day, October 1, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4 p.m. 
ACADEMIC 
iat'lal community service organization. 
N.H. STATEWIDE RAPE CONFERENCE: Saturday, 
October 2, Concord High School. The movie "Rape 
Culture" will be shown continuously during the after-
noon. Speakers: Allee Richmond, Boston District Attar· 
ney and Sharon McCrombie of Beth Israel Hospital. For 
more Information call 225-2739. 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION: Free introductory 
COMPUTER SERVICES USER'S: MEETING: Thurs- lecture on the TM program, Thursday, October 7, Room 
day, October 7, Room 319, Kingsbury Hall, 2:30 • 4 210, McConnell Hall, 7:30 p.m. , 
p.m. Representatives of the staff will be present to an-
swer questions and provide tnformation about -services. 
COUNSELING AND TESnNG CEf)ITER PERSONAL 
SKILLS SERIES: "Pairing," a group experience that of-
fers the opportunity to explore various facets of male/fe-
male relationships. Emphasis on helping to promote a 
person-to-person relationship characterized by equality, 
honesty, and openness. Seven meetings, begfnning Thurs-
day, October 7, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield 
House, 3-5 p.m. 
GRANTS FOR FOREIGN STUOY: ·ln1ormatlon and ap-
plications for Fulbright Hay's, Rhodes, and Marshall 
Scholar$hlps, Fellowships, and Grants for Study .in Scan-
dinavia are now available In the Dean of Students Office, 
Huddleston Hall. The closing date for many of the sch.ol-
arships Is October 15, 19761 so h_urrv,1 · 
INFORMATION SESSION: Information provided about 
the University and admissions reQulrements and policies 
Saturday, October 2, Room 208~ Mcconnell Hall, 10:30 
a.m. Tours of the campus are conducted every Saturday 
and Sunday when school Is in session. They leave from 
the Memorial Union Building at 2 p.m. 
COMPUTER COURSE: 'TECO: Text Editor and Correc-
tor; TECO is a :»tring oriented text editor used to create 
and edit program and data files on the DEC-system-10 
computer. TECO is the most powerful of the editors but 
is accompanied, as would be expected, by a more com-
plex command structure. At the very least, a knowledge 
of th~ LOGIN Procedure for the DEC-10 is prerequisite. 
Monday, October 4, Room 32-7, Kingsbury Hall, 2-4 p.m. 
Non-credit, no charge, preregister . with Computer Ser-
vices, 862-2323. Janis Shea, Instructor. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OPENINGS: 
There are openings in this department for freshmen or 
sophomore students who wish to enter the ~allowing 
four areas of study: (1) teacher certification, (2) exercise 
specialist, (3) pre-physical therapy, and (4) sports com-
munication. Transfer applications will be a<=~epted until 
November 1. See Dr. Robert Kertzer.,. Room lOlA, New 
Hampshjre Hall for an application form or additional In-
formation. 
CAREER 
CAREER READINESS WORKSHOP: .Series of 4 2-hour 
workshops to introduce students to life and career plan-
ning concepts and approaches. First one Thursday, Oc-
tober 7, 3:30 • 5:30 p.m. Since enrollment is limited to 
30 people, register. at Career Planning and Placement Ser~ 
vice, Room 203, Huddleston Hall. 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and discus-
sion sessions devoted to job.getting communication tech-
niques: resumes, cover letters, etc.j Thursday, October 7, 
career Planning arid Placement, Room 203, Huddleston 
Hall, 6:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S CENTER: The center Is open for women all 
week; every Wednesday, 12:30 - 4:30 p.m., there is an 
informal meeting time with the staff. 
CLUB SPORTS 
FRISBEE CLUB: Versus Maine, Saturday, October 2, 
Athlettc Fields, 11 1.m.; versus Br.andeis, Sunday, Oct-
ober 3, Athletic Fields, 1:30 p,rn. 
DURHAM REELERS: Monday, October 4, Senate-Merri-
mack Rooms, MUB, 8 P.m. 
WOMEN'S SKI TEAM: M,.eeting, Monday, Octob~r 4, 
Room 38, Field House., 3:30 .P.m. · 
MEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING ANO DIVING TEAMS: 
'v'leetlng for interested candidates, Tuesday, October 5, 
Pool Balcony, 7 p.m. If unable to atterid, piease contact 
coach Helies at the Field House. 
WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM: Meeting, Monday, October 4, 
Field House Pool, 4 p.m. 
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS CLINIC: For all 
th_ose who wish to officiate this term. Tuesday, October 
11, Room 151, Field House, 7:30 p.m. For more Infor-
mation call Val Treloar, 862-2031. 
RELIGIONS 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Meet-
ing, Friday, October 1, Scott Hall Lounge, 7 P-!1"· 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Fall 
CONFERENCE: "The Work of Christ," Friday, October 
8 • Sunday, October 10, Camp Maranatha, New Durham, 
6 p.m. Friday • 3 p.m. Sunday. For Information call 
David O'Leary at 749-3747 or .Jeanne Menard at 
862-1077. . 
ST. THOMAS MORE PARISH: Schedule of ·Masses: Sat-
urdays, 5 ..P.m.; Sundays, 9 arid 11 a.m., 5 and 9 p.m.; 
daily, 12:10 p.m. 
INTRAMURALS 
INTRAMURAL GOLF TOURNAMENT: Sunday, Oc· 
tober 3, first tee off. at 10 a.m.at Rockin~han:icountry 
Club. For more information call Val Treloar or Gene 
Kanier at 862-2031, Field House. 
INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET: Wednesday, 
October 6, 4:45 p,m.; track behind the Field House. For 
more information call Val Treloar or Gene Kanler at 
862-2031, Field House. 
WANTED: by Town of Durham A job! A job! 
w~ need 
responsible One pe!son to work on recycling 
program . Tues, Wed & Thurs 
of each week. 
7-AM to 3:30 PM 
Inquire at Town Office 






we hive the job 
RED'S FAMOUS . SHOE BARN 
'35 Broadway Dover 
All Purpose SP-ikes 
. .• ('•' .·_,·.T·.· r-.·· ..• ·. . ···~,..._"·' .... --· .. · ' ,,.~.-~~t.·:. "··=--,~~ 
Cushioned 
' ' 
' I , Football, 





Youth 13 to Mens 13 $5.99 & $6.99 








I 5:_00 pm 
9:00 am & 11 :00 am 
5:00 pm & 9:00 pm 
New, for. your convenience 
CHURCH OF ST. -THOMAS . MORE-
ouRHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Looking for a place 
for on afternoon bike ride 
try Rose Lawn Farm 
Perkins Rd. Madbut:"y 
Apples Cider Pumpkins 
Vegetables 
Op~n 10-6 Daily ~~cept Mon. 
. Follow signs off Madbury Rd. 
just past Rte. 4 
LISTENING POST 
Main St. Durham 
THE STILLS & YOUNG BAND 
"LONG MAY YOU RUN" 
$3.99 
Bring in this ad for special 3.99 price 
"Sale ends Sat. Oct-2" 
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Selectmen approve parade; 
study town _ sewage system 
~ Katie McClare· 
Durham Selectman George 
Crombie proposed Monday night 
tnat the Board study the effects 
of using compost in tt1e town's 
sewage system. 
. · Federal matching funds would 
tie available should Durham 
decide to use compost, said 
Crombie. Durham ·would unite 
with the University and possibly 
the Highway Department. · 
In other action, the Board dis-
cussed the town sewer policy re-
port, approved bicycle and pa-
rade permits, and adopted a re-
solution concerning banners a-
cross Main Street. 
Durham citi:zcm Lawr1moo L9o 
Jr. brougn t up several items for 
the Board's consideration, a-
mong them the eventual re-
modelfihg of UNH's Hetzel Hall 
into a municipal building. 
Crombie said of tne compost 
plan, "The town would work 
jointly with the University to 
test tne use of compost on nur-
sery stock and on roads. We 
would start using compost in a-
bout two years and should nave 
a pretty good idea of compost 
use." 
Crombie said he would like to 
set up a program to work with 
the University. He suggested 
writing to the State Highway De-
partment to test composting on 
roadways. 
'Crombie estimated tnat 'the 
cost of the program would be a-
bout $20,000. Durham and 
UNH would supply half and be 
matched with federal funds -for 
the other half. · 
Selectman Alden Winn pre-
sented the recommendations of 
the town's sewer policy report. 
This concerned tt1e new sewage . 
treatment plant. "We pave to 
tnove the roadway a few· feet," 
$aid Winn, "because we are re-
quired to have no buildings wifo-
in 300 feet of the plant." Winn 
said the town is in tne process of 
acquiring the additional land 
from tne University. 
The Selectmen approved the 
permit for a Seacoast Velo Club 
and Club Sports Cycling Club 
bike ract to be held in Durham 
Oct. 10. UNH student Stephen 
Smidowicz, acting for the 
groups, must still obtain tne 
UNH Police Chief's signature on 
tne pe1'ltlit before it is official. 
Also approved was 
. Pan-HelleniC's application for a 
parade permit. The annual UNH 
Homecoming Day ceremonies 
will begin Saturday, Oct. 9 in 
the1 pai'~ing lot of ShQp 'n' S.save> 
at 11: 30 a.m. 
Board member Owne· nurgin 
suggested devising a method to 
warn motorists of the parade. 
The Board voted to approve~ the 
permit with the suggestion that 
trie UNH-Durnam Police review 
the Field House parking situa-
tion. . . . 
A resolution was passed to 
govern the use by organizations 
of banners flying over Durham's 
Main Street. 'fhe approval of 
banner flying requests will be 
limited to "elections of public 
officials and activities of strong 
community interest." Requests 
would not be granted where it 
was not felt there was sufficient 
SELECTMEN' page 8 
You are cordially invited to attend 
. the showing of the all new 
1977 CHEVROLETS. 
Beginning Sept -30th At Our Dealership 
) 
GREAT BAY 
MOTOR CO., INC· 
78 Exeter St. Rt. 108 
NEWMARKET, NH 03857 
Tel. 659-3215 
. Just _16 great buys on 1976 
new and low mileage company cars. 
VACANCY STUDENT MEMBER 
MUB PUB 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Applications sh6uld include a brief statement of interest 
in becoming a ,member of the Mub Pub Board of Qireetors, 
verification of being a currently enrolled student as wel 
as name, address, age and telephone number. 
Interviews of candidates wi11 be conducted -and final 
selection will be made by the Pub Board of Directors on 
October 11. · 
The Mub Pub Club Board of Directors consists of 
7 members: 4 students elected annually and 3-
faculty/staff members. Duties and responsibHities 
of the Directors include making policy . governtng 
the operation of the Pub Club; establishing prices 
and/or fees and financial rules and procedures;' 
establishing guest policies; providing quality 
entertainment; establishing the Pub operating budget; 
and evaluating Pub opera~ions. 
SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO: 
Patricia Cleveland 
Administrative Office Room 322 
Memorial Union Building 
.APPLICATION 
DEADLINE-- .FR~AY, OCTOBER 8 
If you are interested inthe Pub and ~re willing to 
contribute 2-3 hours per month to its activities, 
please cqnsider" applying for this position. 
• • • • • General Meeting · • 
• • • for an: - • 
• • 
• • • I • 
• Stage Crew • 
• • 
: Ticket Takers : 
• • 
: Publicity People : 
• • 
• • 
• for • 
• • 





: JOIN US! : : . 
• Tues 7PM : 
••• • • MerriJDack Rm 
•• •• 
. ' '. 
• •••••••••••••• 
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Monday ~ Friday 
12:30 • 2:30 PM 
Wed 6 .. 9 AM 
Ice Rentals A vallable 
Ask about our 
special late nite rates. -
_Please Call 436-0007 
Ingenious Stoke residents use a i·eadily-available i:esource in that norm as a pmg-pong net. (Peter Fait 
photo) · 
SENIORS Swine flu shots available 
Portrait Sign-Ups 
Oct 4 - 8 
Oct 11 - 15 
SWINE FLU 
continued from page 5 
that penon· will--be ttimed;away. 
No person who is sick or running 
a temperature should receive any 
type of vaccine," said Gill. 
According tq Gill, the vaccine 
for swine flue is made from a 
killed virus so there is no chance 
t~at anyone will contract swine 
nu from the vacciR.e. 
"Persons 25-54 will receive the · 
monovalent 'vaccine, the one 
wpich protects ·-th-e -recipient 
from straln A/-New Jersey 
(swine) influenza," c;lill said. · • 
-''Persons 55 and over and 
those 'with a certificate from 
their personai physician stating 
that they have a histoey of chro-
nic illness will receive the biva-
lent vaccine, the one which pro-
tects the recipient from the 
A/New Jersey strain . and the 
A/Victoria s.train, the most 
common form of flu virus. · 
A bulletin from the Depart-
ment of Health, Educaticm, and 
Welfare states· that of those re-
ceiving the vaccine, 25 percent 
will experience swelling and 
slight discomfort in the area of. 
innoculation and 1 percent wm · 
run a temperature· over 100 de-
grees for approximately 24 
hours. -. 
Gill asked that all tho~e inter-
ested in helping with the immun-
ization program _caQ. her at 
868-5055. 
9 AM- 4 PM 
Durha:ID selectmen meet 
the 
1977 GRANITE 
MUD Room 125 
SELECTMEN 
continued from page 7 
community interest or where the 
seriousness of the activity was 
questionable. -
The Board voted to organize ,a 
"beautification committee" to 
uproot the. flowers downtown 
an~ J.>s>t them _pefo!e _  !h_e frost. 
. . . 
~---------------------------------------------~ I . . · I 
I f 

























Men's- Women's - Children's - Shoes 

















. A& for the Hetzel Hall 1ssile, 
Lee said, "I think that in a few 
years the cost of upkeep of 
Hetzel will..outvieigh the revenue 
it brings in. I'd like to.study the 
possibility of turning it into a 
town hall or bus stop or some-
thing of tnat nature." 
Chairman Malcolm Chase 
replied, "I really don't think the 
town could devote money · to 
such a thing as you are suggest-
MOPEDS. 
I -
ing." The rest of the Board a-
greed. 
The Board also examined a re-
~uest from Hubba·ra:·Hall ·ror a 
'Chug-and-Run Marathon" to be 
held on Oct. 16 to raise money 
for the dorm. Participants would 
run through Durham, stopping 
at various pubs to drink a beer. 
The Board decided to wait for 
approval from town fire a"nd po-
lice ~~epartments. · 
Shift, is what you don't have to do on our gas saving 
Cimatti Motorized Bike. Powered b9 a 2 cycle., 
sipgle cylinder Minarelli engine and weighing only 
96 pounds, the Cimatti g~ts an ~mazing 125-150 mpg. 
Its -low price puts it witPin reacl1 of young and old alike. 
so· act now, and get shift~ess! 
DICK PENT A'S 
\ ••. • - 4 .. 
AUTO WORLD 
160 SO. Main St. 
"at the foot of Rochester Hill" 
CALL TODAY 332-0506 -
New Ha_~psliire's No.· l . Mop~d Dealer 
THE NEW HAMPSHIR~ FR,Il)AY OCTOBER 1, 1976 
T-Shirt Potpourri 
Drinkers, heroes, places; events and cartoons.~ 
Everyone has a message or point to express, 
and T-Shirts are the most popular and 
fashionable way to do it ... fdit~ fdit 
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CAMERA & PHOTO 
SHOW 
·Photo Displays and 
Contest 
(sponsored by Ml)SO) 
Photographi~  E.quipm.ent 
at One Day Sale Pric.es 
Sponsored· by 
Rivers Camera Shop 
TUES· OCT 26th 
12 - 9 PM 




continued from page 3 
some body into ·it," he said. 
"Either he wants to live in a 
Jewish state or he doesn't. Even 
if you· let all the Jews leave 
Russia, very few of them would 
have lei(; Russia,....e..ven those who 
. do not support the communist 
regime; Still, it is their country 
and they wouldn't feel at home 
in any other country." 
Day a r:i ldesa:ibed the diffi-
culties involved in giving up the 
comforts and language of one's 
native country in order to 
emigrate to Israel. 
"ff's very difficult," he 
said., "to have that kind of a rev-
olution to go to a new. cuun.tcy • 
to start from scratch." 
Dyan did not comment on the 
issue of Israel's future. 
Dayan was born on Israel's 
first kibbutz ( a communal 
farming society) in 1915. He 
joined the Haganah, the under-
ground Jewish army organized 
to defend Jewish settlements in 
Palestine against hostile Arabs, 
when he was 14. "Everyone did 
it," Dayan said Wednesday 
night, "It was the natural thing 
to do." 
Dayan went on to become a 
leader of the Haganah, which led 
to his 18 month- imprisonment 
by the British government in 
Palestine. 
Dayan and his 42 imprisoned 
comrades were released from 
prison to fight with the British 
in World War II. It was while 
·fighting the Vichy French in 
Syria that Dayan lost his left 
eye. 
The state of Israel was created 
in 1948~ Dayan fought in the 
ensuing War of Independence 
r------------------------~----1 
! 2nd COMING l 
l WATER ST· NEWMARKET I 
I I 






SHIRTS - PANTS 
WOOL NAVY PANTS! 
Plus a Large Selection Of 
Our Usual Re-Cycled Clothes 
-------------------~---------~ 
and was appointed Chmnander 
of Jerusalem. He went on to be-
come Chief of Staff of the Israel 
Defense Forces from 1953 to 
19 58, Minister of Agriculture 
from 1959 to 1964, and Defense 
Minister from 1966 to 1973. 
Will he stay politicaliy active? 
"Active?" he asked. "Not too 
much; not really. I'm -a lazy man 
and I will run I hope to the next 
Knesset, next parliament,. but I 
will not be a member of any 
committee and not really try to 
be active. 
" I do thfnf!s only when I am 
asked to do it, in a nice way. I 
don't push myself. Ask me 
nicely to do something and I do 
it, otherwise I can live with 
myself, do things that I like." 
In an intel'ViPw in Nc>w.ewcu~k 
magazine last June, Dayan was 
asked about his new position as 
Editor-in-Chief of an Israeli 
newspaper. "It will . serve as a 
forum for my views,":. he said at 
that time. 
, When asked last night if he 
sees the newspaper as a forum 
for his views, Dayan replied," It's 
owned by individuals and it's no 
special political significance. It's 
not a (political) party news-
paper." 
Dayan has often described 
himself as a farmer first and a 
soldier second. "Though it 
(farming) is not dramatic, it's 
not like fighting wars and 
(dealing with) Kissinger, and one 
thing and another .•••• Well, I 
would have gone to farm even 
now. I'm too old but I think 
there is no substitute to that. It's 
just the best thing, the nicest 
thing to deal with." 
Oayan's eye twinkled as he 
DAYAN, page 20 
c...._.c>~l>....,.f>.-.<>._.n.-.1>._., • ._.<>.-.c>~<>.-.<>.-.o~~ I' THE RED CARPET I 
I (on Jenkins Court) I 
t 868-1021 I 
I Gifts For Every Occasion I ~ ' I ~ 
_ Bedspreads I 
I i I Candles I 
I Stoneware i 
I Pewter i 
1MAIN STR~E I. t t Cut Flowers Arrangements i 
noWNToWN I Hanging Pots I 
nunuAM 11~ Green Plants 1 1: 
IT'S THAT TIME OF THE YEAR! i • Flowering Plants i 
PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE I ~... Terrariums I 
DOWN FILLED. RIP-STOP I -, . I 
NYLON SHELL j Plant Accessories i 
I Alt CdlORS & SIZES $27.50 ' open daily. except sun day ·· 
I)~().-..().-..()~() ()~()..-,.()._..! 
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UN.H students on parking 
PARKING 
continued from page 1 
Ruinicky further explained, . who have got tickets nere today 
"Lot B is paved and obviously are going to appeal'." Cardin has 
are not located anywhere on the • marked lot with yellow lines for 
·.unpaved area. parking. The dirt area is off tne 
··•t'rom the positions of tne edge of the lot which nas never 
signs, I believed that the signs been desi~nated for parking!" 
were there only to assure that "The no-parkibg signs were 
the entrance into this extended put up this past August and 
dirt area wo~ld not be block~d," work study traffic officers en-
~i~ Haley. T~ere were no sig~s forced them as soon as pos-
sa~m~ No-Parkmg Beyond This · sible," said Buinicky. "It took us 
not yet paid the fine but is in 
the process of appealjng. 
Chairman of the Appeals 
Board Gordon Byers said, "We 
have not yet received any ap-
peals on., the matter." Byers re-
ceives the second appeal after 
the first is denied. 
Pomt. a week or so to hire the students ·· 
''There are so many cars and assign them their areas." Haley said, "I was told by sev-
parked in this area that the traf- - · - · eral students who were com-
flc department will be forever ~enior .Business Administra- muters last year that parking was 
tagging cars there. lits an illegal tion major Dou'g Cardin who also allowed in the dirt area. Why are 
parking trap just as that -of a received a ticket on Sept. 28 for students not ·allowed to park 
speed trap," continued Haley. = parking in the £ame dirt area said there this year? "If people con-
She said, "If the UNH Traffic he .. was surprised t_hat suddenly tinue to park in this area, un-
B urea u really doesn't want this week he got a ticket~ aware It Is an unautnorl:t.~d ctc~a, 
people parking in this dirt area, "If they warneq me I wouldn't l by the end of the semester tne 
then the area must be chained have parked there, but I've been . bureau will have net at least 
off or marked better." parking there for years without I $3,000. I ho~ that ~it~ this 
Haley parked her car about any problems. There are no vi- profit .there will be Signifig1'Pt, 
8:30 a.m. that Thursday mor- sible signs that say no parking in ·convenient, and noticeable 
ning "because the rest of the lot sandy area," Cardin said" changes in the current traffic 
was full and no one previously · problems existing at UNH," said 
informed me not to park . Cardin said he parked his car Haley. 
there." . in the uni:iaved area at 8:45 tnat 
"No traffic officer has recent.. 
ly been in the white booth out-
side Lot B because of l.ack of 
manpower," said head traffic of-
ficer Andrew Buinicky. ''That 
lot will be manned next week 
and a sign will be posted outside . 
the booth if the lot is full." 
Haley said, "When I was asked 
if I parked between yellow lines 
I answered no, but when I said 
there were no yellow lines on 
the dirt lot near the field house, 
the person behind the traffic 
violation desk gave me a dis-
gusted look." 
morning because tne paved lot 
was full. "There's been no one in 
that white booth for over a week 
to tell the students anything," 
he added. 
Both Cardin1 commuting from 
Lee, and Haley, commuting 
from Newmarket, have com-
muter stickers on their cars. · 
Haley appealed the ticket and 
her appeal was denied. She paid 
the $5.00 fine. She is taking her 
appeal to higher grounds. 
Cardin sald, •"!'here was a note 
on my windshield the day I got 
the ticket saying. 'those of 1:1s 
Cardin said, "This University 
doesn~t provide enough on-cam-
pus housing, not enough 'bus ser-
vice, and not enough adequate_ 
parking facilities. I~m getting fed 
up with this campus." 
Another commuter, sopho-
more wild-life major John 
Thompson suggested, "Residents 
with cars should park in outer 
lots around campus. Some resi-
dent students park their cars in 
inner lots and leave them there 
all week." Thompson said he 
\
thought the commuter people 
should be the ones parking in 
the centralized lots. · 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-. 
PERSONAIS are still half price 
ALL next week 
®DAN SKIN'S 
Great For Gymnasts! 
Designed For -Dancers! 
Versatile ·For Daytime 
And Evening Wardrobes! 
* 
Also see 
our line of 
selva 
. 





OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS 
~29 c;entral Ave, Dover 
110 Congress St, Portsmouth 
The all new and exciting 
Sf ()~I ClllJl'.Cll 
NEWMARKET 
. ~t?w lr1~1cuicl -Ulr11r1~ 
TUES - SAT 5 - 8:30 PM 
APPETIZERS ENTREES 
Raw Vegetable Dip 1.25 Baked Stuffed Filet of Sole 
Mushrooms a la Grecque 1.40 Baked Haddock 
Mulled Apple Cider .65 Shrimp Newburg 
Roast Loin of Pork 
SOUPS Cup Bowl w / homemade Applesauce 
Stone Church Chowder .60 .95 Specialty of the Church Crepes Ratatouille Vegetable Soup du Jour .50 .75 Vegetables of the Vines 
STEWS DESSERTS 
Hearty Beef 1.65 WINE&BEER Vegetarian Special 1.05 
Mixed Green Salad 1.00 









Sunday Oct 3 6-11:30 PM 
JAZZ JAM~ SESSION 
RAMADA INN 
comes to you live with Top Show Groups 
from, around the country. 
Monday thru Saturday 
8:30 .- 12:30 
Wed. Night -- Ladies'_ Night 
Sun. Night 11 UNH Night 
Disco with 
Duncan Dewar of \VHEB 
5-7 PM, Mon. - Fri 
Free hors-d'oeuvres 
.R.esta11;rant -- Luncheon ... Dinner Specials 
Every Wed. & Fri. Luncheon Buffet, 
$2.95 (~ll you ctin eat) 
Silver St. Dover 
. 
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editorial-
Parking 
Inconsistencies in the Un iversity's p.arking policy 
are surfaci ng again. The newest one concerns fhe dirt 
and grass area on the side of Lot B, the large lot near 
the Whittemore School of Business and Economics. 
For the last two years students have parked on that 
dirt area without receiving parking tickets. It was one 
of the few concessions the Traffic Bureau ever made 
to a major student problem at UNH-trying to find a 
place to park . And it was a break greatly appreciated 
by commuters. 
Suddenl y, without any written or verbal warning, 
cars parked in that area are ticketed. Why the change. 
in policy? More importantly, why no warning to stu-
dents? 
This latest incident does not shed a positive light 
upon tl1e Traffic Bureau. Hopefully, it was-an honest 
oversight on their part for not letting students know 
about the change. Even that poor excuse is better 
tha:n the only inference tliat can-now be drawn-the 
Ul]jversity is trying to m.ake some quick easy bucks at 
students' expense. · 
That dirt area should either remain open to parking · 
as it has in the past or it should be paved ai:td marked. 
landscaping, because there is none. Anyone who commutes to UNH knows there are no 
spaces in central lots available after 9 a.m. That dirt 
area saves many people from spending 10 or 15 or 
more minutes and valuable gasoline searching the 
campus for a space. 
Plowing, if it remains ·dirt, wou•d be a· problem in 
the winter, but snowdrifts have not deterred students 
in the past. One puts up with a snowdrift if it means 
being able to park and get to class on time. 
those circumstances should have those tickets voided 
or be reimbursed if they already paid their fine. 
In the future, students should be warned if a policy 
change is being made. A fine, be it five dollars or $50, 
is tough to take when you are akeady stretching three 
months income over a nine month period. Especially 
if you did not know you were wrong in the first 
place. 
The area i.s out of the way from the rest of WSBE 
lot, so it does not interfere with other cars. Parking 
there-does not ~uin a nice lawn or any other valuable · 
The Traffic Bureau should reverse their new policy 
and allow students to again park in that area without 
getdng tagged. Students wh? received tickets under 
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To the ~ Editor: 
For the last three weeks there 
have been some signli of life irt. 
the old chicken coo~ ~i;le home 
of the UNH Women's Center. 
Some of you may even have no-
ticed announcements of our 
weekly meetings,- ppen houses 
and M:tJB literature tables. · 
The fact is that the Center is 
gatherinJ! forces arid will soon 
ignite out of its anonymity. NQt 
t.oo many people seem to get 
themselves over to the Center, 
even . though it's open every 
weekday. I · find it very hard to 
understand why women dis-
count our organization. l hope 
to prove that the Women's Cen-
ter iS alive and kicking. 
The Center has always offered 
many services to the UNH pu bric · 
since it tormed back in 1971. 
Some of the highlights of the 
past years incluc;le a Bonnie Raitt 
concert, numerous gynecological 
self-help presentations, women 
support groups and university 
discrimination cases. The Center 
has continued to offer a file 
system of state resources on 
women's health, women studies, 
film and book ·companies and 
legal anq birth control informa-
tioQ. The Center is. open every 
weekday and staffed on Wednes-
day afternoons, as a place for 
women to study, to .meet, to. 
learn. The women's literatu::e 
collection is being expanded, 
and we receive daily mailings 
from women •s ~nizations and 
businesses.' ' 
This year, in addition to 
Wednesday staffing and the liter-
ature tables at the MUB Monday 
and Thursday {12:15-1:30), 
there have been three nightly 
organizat1onal meetings·. 
Among id~ mentioned were ' 
forming a women ·s conscious-
raising group, creating a Women · 
Center brochure, video-taping a 
discussion for puoi1c1ty use and 
sponsoring .films on abortion and 
rape. · 
A top priority for the Centei: 
is to push for a new building arid 
Univeg;ity funding. (Other id~as 
mentioned for the future were 
programs on self-defense, · wo· 
men and law, radio programs 
and feminist therapy.) · 
Right now we have planned a 
gynecological self·help presenta· 
tion by the N.H~ Women's 
Health Services on Nov. 4,: work-
shops on the Center for MUSO's 
Women•s Week, two or three 
film possibilities, and fund-
raising projects. ' 
Anyone interested in helping 
out on any of these projects 
11hould come to the meeting 
.MON. NIGHT at ' 7:00 in the 
W«unen 's Center (across from 
bpaulding Life Science Building) 
or come to our Wednesday open-
house from 12:30-4 or even the 
literature tables. Remember - a 
handful of women is a powerful 
thing. 
Vans 
To the Editor: 
Kini Cappel 
Coordinator 
In your Tuesday, Sept 28 em.;.· 
tion)on page four, you printed a 
picture of vans in Newsky's 
parking lot. It was stated that 
the vans we.re in town advertis-
ing· a "local custom ·van com-
pany!' 'This -was an incorrect 
statement. ' 
About letters ••• · 
Letters to the editor may be mailed to: The Editor: The 
New Hampshire,Room 151, Memorial Union Building, 
UNH, Durham N.H. 03824. 
Letters must be a maximum of 500 words typewritten 
and double spaced. Minor editing will be done when 
necessary. Final decisions on letters are the editor's. 
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The vans in fact, make up a 
club, Portsmouth based, "Sea-
coast Vans of New England, 
Inc." ' The members were in 
Durham Sunday afternoon 
attending their regular monthly 
meeting at the Keg Room, cour-
tesy of the management. ' 
The club, now two years old 
and membering some 40 vans, 
was organized by people having 
three common interests in mind: 
igious Ten Boom family", flesh 
and blood people who knew 
God and lived for Him; on the 
other hand the "stereotyped, 
goosestepping", "vicious, snee~­
ing Nazi", not the figment of a 
storyteller,s imagination but a 
living reality in our lifetime of a 
person (it could have been any 
one of us) who has rejected God 
and His Son, Jesus Christ. 
We trust that the lives of the 
·owning a custom street van, many who saw the film were en-
holding fund-raising activities for- riched and perhaps even redir-
charitable organizations and hav- ected as they lived thru these 
ing a lot of fun. Thank You. ' issues with the Ten Booms. Any-
. one who didn't see it because 
J. Shaw, Member they were led to believe "it isn't 
Seacoast Vans of N.E.~ Inc. a good movie,, can still read the 
book. They'll enjoy it and be 
Review 
To the Editor: 
uplifted. 
Sincerely, 
Peter A. W-ellt:r, ~ludrmau 
"The Hiding Place" committee 
Misconceptions ~ 
To the Editor: 
I wish to thank you for the 
perceptive synopsis of ''The Hid-
ing Place" which was included in 
your review on Sept. 24. Ob-
viously, the film accomplished 
its objective : to "convey a mess-
age". Fortunately, the producers 
did not - let the entertainment 
world's standard of "story-
telling," as determined by the 
attention span of a 10 year old, 
interfere with their objective. 
There is some confusion and 
misconception surrounding the 
editorial of Friday, Sept. 18, 
Margaret Hamilton, tile Wicked Witch of the West, sent her best wishes and this picture for the 
Durham Blood Drive. 
I wish to thank also the many 
students who put up "the post-
ers plastered all over campus" 
and · who served as the "siµcere-
looking people selling tickets in 
the dining halls". S\ltely such a 
rare opportunity to witness a 
true and graphic testimony on 
what God can do in the lives of 
those whose faith is in Him 
should not "have remained hid-
den" as I'm sure the many who 
saw the film would confirm. 
What th.ey saw were the real 
issues of life - and death; of faith 
and love and suffering and hate; 
and the ultimate results of the 
choice each one of us must make 
- on the one hand "the very i:~.1-
"Bowing to a Manchester paper and perhaps even the duty to 
is appalling," and the subsequent register his own protest. But 
letter to the , editor from Gerry nothing was said of his press re-
Ba x t er that appeared in the lease that was subsem.i€:ntly 
paper Friday, Sept. 24. ' printed in several area pap8l's the 
As managing editor of The next day. That was the disturb--
New Hampshire at the time the ing part. 
"offending" streaking picture But it was not only the over-
appeared almost a year ago (Fri. reaction on Mills' part that 
Oct.3 )~ I feel I am in a postition caused concern. It was the way 
to set the record straight. ' · in which various news sources -
First of all, the editorial was radio as well as newspapers -
misleading when it said that used verbatim the press release 
Michael D' Antonio, then editor- the University sent out. 
in-chief, had not seen President The media made no effort to 
Mills' letter of protest to him look further into the story," 
until he opened the Portsmouth thereby giving the public an 
Herald the next day.- 1 unbalanced and misleading view 
In truth, the letter was hand- of the whole incident. No 
delivered by President Mills' · "chance for defense was given. ' 
assistant Phyllis Forbes Friday This is bad policy no matter 
evening. ' what the issue and no matter 
It seemed the whole issue who is involved. · 
would end there. It was under.;, The headline in the Union 
stood that Mills had the right, Leader that Saturday was "UNH 
Nude Ires Mills." But the deplor-
able back-handed way the inci-
dent was handled should "ire" 
us all - especially those affiliated 
with the University. These, in 




To the Editor: 
The editorial page is at last 
stimulating and informative. At 
a university where the atmos-
phere should be one of question-
ing, concern_and advocating cer-
tain ideals, it is about time that 
students ·are confronted with 
real world issues. 
])ave Farnham has made a log-
ical progression in his attempt to 
assert the student's view point in 
University policy. We all know 
we ~have no power and that most 
administrative decisions are 
made without any consideration 
of what the students want or 
recommend. 
He tried to work within the 
system and that failed, now we 
must challenge the system which 
our tuition supports. 
It is every student's responsi-
bility to know and take a stand 
on Univ'!rsity and State issue·s or 
else .sit quietly in submission 
and accept the outcome. 
I for one am ready to use ener-
gy in working towards achieving 
a greater voice for the students 
at this university. This seems to 
be an excellent chance to gain 
experience for dealing with the 
, system which the un\versity is 










to provide f.undr; to he used bv ftudcnt -nr~.:i.nizll­
tions ~hat wisJ1 to l:iring entertainl'1e.nt, cfli1cnt1.onal 
proRrams and any other feat\lre that r.iav cnlrnncc the 
life of students at tr.N.H. 
OPFU TO; 
any non-~~T 'R.eco~nizect :-· tuC'ent "r~nnfzation nr 
individual not a I"e!'1hP.r o~ :tr f /'T "1-P-aniz;,tjon. 
"'0 A'T'Pl.Y; 
p,et a recorni-z~ ser.ondar,,. sponsor(tnclncfo·s J-riop. 
rrofiratTII"ling staff or any ~AT fun~f'd orfl'.qn:f.zation) 
""hr. seconrlarv S'1omrnr rih~t aprP.P to Pnrl· t-ri t11 ''OU 
to assure r.~nliancP uitli rn.iv~rs "ft,,. rules. 
rr:f nf! your pTOpC"IS~! tC"I the -Chai.rn::m of thP ~tur1ent 
caucus, the s tn~Pnt hndy nr~s :i dent, or the. trensurer 
of r.tudent ~overn~eT't nt lPnst 21 davr ~rior to vour: 
evr.nt. The pronosnl Murt foe] ude a Rtatement-o~f p;;i-:: 
pm:;e, a detailed htrlP-et, a statelT'ent fr0r.i the "'TP, 
schedualinr: office or other apJ'ro,,ri:ltf> R~P.r.r.y con-
cerninr ti.ne anrl place,and a stl'ite-rent fron -..our 
Sf'condarv sponsor apreein~ to as~i st ~?011. 
I~ITFl?T ci ITYW ~'T'l1'!" yn f.,rr r..OI"!' l :'!\, l.31, or J 3? ~"R 
Fl'RTP!l' I~~!-'nr.tr.ATHW. 
1--------- -~----------------- - ------
There:f_i:; ~t:f 11 -a seat left oi.ft thP. ~tu<tent rauc-us for 
Rn 1's~rncic1te of ~rts f:tur1e.nt. S.ee .T:f.r.i- "'"'-Ti.el -"n. l 1~ 
lfTTfl. f ("IT f1lrtl1er i.r\fornat j 011 • 
Entry Deadline: Noon, Mon, Oct 11 
Winning Design to he Used 
as New Pub Logo 
1. Logo must he of one color and he no 
larger·than 6 inches by 6 inches. _ 
2. One entry per Mub Pub Club member. 
3. ·Only members of the M~b Pub Club 
eligible. 
4. Winner and grand prize to he 
announced by Rick Bean - Wed. Oct. 13 1 
5. Decision of judges final. 




Noon, Mon. Oct, 11 
R· Kane 
c/o Mub Pub 
Memorial Union 
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JOIN IN THE C.B. FUN FOR ONLY 
THE NEWEST ~ 






TURN ON YOUR 
EARS TODAY! . 
NO INSTALLATION 
(UNIT CLIPS CONVENIENTLY TO AUTO SUN VISOR) 
THIS AMAZING NEW RECEIVER WILL ALLOW YOU TO LISTEN TO ALL 23 CB CHANNELS WITH · 
IN A 15 MILE RADIUS WITHOUT THE NEED FOR EXAMINATION OR LICENSE. YOU DON'T 
HAVE TO PUT UP A SPECIAL ANTENNA, EITHER. JUST HANG THE RECEIVER IN YOUR CAR, 
TURN IT ON AND YOU'VE GOT "EARS"! SO START LISTENING TO TRAFFIC REPORTS, POLICE 
(SMOKEY) LOCATIONS, GET YOUR SHARE OF TODAY'S EXCITEMENT AND TRAFFIC PROTEC-
TION. 
. . 
TRUCKERS CB TERMS 
Beavei Woman 
Big 10-4 A Mouthful 
County Mountie_Countrv Police 
Ears CB Radio 
Flip -Flop ReturnTrip 
Green Stamps __ Money Ratchet Jaw Chatterbox 
Hammer Down_· Full Speed Rollin' _ Moving 
Handle Code Name Smokey State Police 
Local Yokel ... Local City Police 10-4 __ Message Received 




TRAVELERS; SPORTSMEN,_ HOBBYISTS & CAMPERS. 
@1F YOU ALREADY OWN A STANDARD CB TRANSCEIVER USE THIS MODERN UNIT @MOTORCYCLISTS: 
TO CONTACT MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY, EMPLOYEES, ETC. ' CLIPS TO YOUR MACHINE EASILY 
ACT NOWL 
MAIL ORDERS TO: 
Listen in on the latest news of the road! 
Hear Police and Radar Positions! 
COSMIC PERSPECTIVE 
·620 KINDERKAMACK RD. 
. 7 1 
COMPANY NAME __________ _ 
YOURNAME----------,.....--A9DRESS ____________ _ 
A void Traffic Delays! 
Be Warned of Emergencies! 
Protect Your Driver's License 
Excellent And Useful Gift 
For A Frirndor Lo\·ed One! 
CITY STATE___ ZIP 
TELEPHONE EXTENSION __ 
_ CHECK 
_CASH 
_MONEY ORDER , 
QUANTITY ____ _ 
ITEM _ __ _ _ 
PRICE 
EXTENSION __ _ 
POSTAGE & HANDLING S1 .50 __ 
5% NJ.STATE SALES TAX ---
TOTAL ORDER_____ -------·--
PLEASE ALLOW 2-J WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 
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UNH admission standards raised 
ADMISSIONS 
continued from p~ge' l 
former policy stated that any 
in-stat.e-student in the top 40 per-
cent of his class and completing 
a college preparatocy course of 
sltudy' was admitted. 
would not be admitted to UNH-
Durham. Ellis attributed the rise 
in in-state applicatlons to a 
greater number of high school 
graduates; a desire to attend a 
state rather tha-n a private 
institution and the reputation of 
UNH. 
\ 
Watch Hockey And 
Football On A Lifesize 
TV This Fall 
Ole Farm Social Club 
34 Locust S-T Dover 742-9808 
Members & Guests Only 
According to Savage a 
~tudent's entire record is now 
considered, including grades, 
re co mm en dations and activities. 
Poulton said ne anticipated a 3.3 
million dollar loss over the next 
two -years due to the drop of out-
of·state enrollment. Vice Provost_ 
of Academic Affairs David Ellis 
said that the money will be 
requested from the state. He 
would riot speculate on what 
cutbacks would be made, if any, 
if the money were not forthcom-
ing from the state. 
Ellis said he expects 
attendance to rise at the 
Plymouth, Keene and Merrimack 
Valley Branch campuses because 
of the stiffer competition at 
Metllberships Available 
"Whether they're admitted 
will depend on more than just 
actual grades," Savage said._ 
"-Someone who has taken more 
difficult courses might be 
accepted before someone with a 
more general background regard-
less of grades." 
Sav~~e -.~xplai_n~d th~t 
compet1tion Ii) adm1ss10ns will 
be determined more by volume· 
of applicants especially 'in light 
of the new limit in effect. 
Savage said of 5,800 out-of 
state applicants 1,600 were 
admitted and 700 enrolled. He 
said that out of state enrollment 
is usually about 40 percent of 
those admitted. He said he 
expects tne number to drop to a-
bout 600 next year. 





Ellis said that there probably 
would be some students in the 
top 40 percent of their class who 
-Durham. 
JERRY LEWIS CINEMAS 
Lafayette Rd. Portsmouth 
Only Minutes From UNH 
Cinema f 7;00, ~.:05 "BINGO LONG 
TRAVELING ALL STARS" PG 
Cinema 2 7:00 · 9;25 One Week Only 
Discount to UNffStudents with UNH ID 
BEST FILM 
OF THE YEAR. 
BEST DIRECTOR 
OF THE YEAR. 







Real Chinese Food 
at a Reasonable Price 
HOURS: Monday 4:30 PM- 9:00 PM 
Tues -Thurs 11:30 AM· S-:00 PM 
Friday & Saturday - 11: 30 AM -1: 30 AM 
Sunday - 1: 30 PM - 8: 30 PM 
48 Third St., Dover 742-0040 
From Warrer &as. 




8:00 PM Panel Discussion 
8:00 PM Film - Discussion 
Wednesday 8:00 PM Speaker - Discussion 
Thursday Day: Alternative Energy Displays 
8:00_ PM Spe&:ker t Discussion 
Fri«l:ay 8:00 PM Speaker_ • D1scussion · 
Speakers * * Films * * ~xhih_itions 
October 4-8 MUB 
At Lunch Time: Video Tapes of Aug I 








ROARING TWENTIES NITE 
_"PROHIBITION BANJO BAND" 
BRING YOUR KAZOO, STRAW HAT 
WEDNESDAY 
COLLEGE NITE 
Appearing in Upstairs Pub BOSCO 
THURSDAY 
FOLK MUSIC NIGHT 
·THURSDAY FRID.AY SATURDAY 
STEAK & LOBSTERS 
; I 
Sponsored by Students Against Nuclear Ene.rgy l~-u~,,.~-~-~Sq_aan __ ~,_D_o_•_•~~-----~----T_e_l._7_42~·-87_45~ __ 1 
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CHECK US OUT! 
OUR BEAUTIFUL JAMMU BLOU~E 
ORIGINAL $20.00 OUR PRICE $10.00 
Kung Fu 
Lessons Solar energy used 
AND WE HA VE MANY STYLES OF PANTS 
MADE OF POOR PEOPLE'S CLOTH 
IN 'OUR FALL COLORS' 
ORIGINAL $12.00 - $15.00 
OUR PRICE $6.00 - $9.00 
I Hour Lesson 
Free 
SOLAR ENERGY 
continued from page 4 
THESE ARE JUST TWO EXAMPLES 
The funds for ·~he project were 
provided by the Residence Of-
fice. The summer workers were 
paid for their labo1' and also pro-
vided with housing. The Service 
Department contributed mater-
ials and provided their assistance 
when needed. 
OF OUR LOW PRICES ON 
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS! 
IT'S JUST A FEW STEPS FURTHER FOR . 
THE BEST PRICES AT 
0 UR 0 UTLET STORE 
. 29 Main St. 
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE 
Durllain, N. H. 03824 




''The faculty was very helpful 
with their advice."said Bean~ 
Bean said that the project has 
no formal ties with SANE (Stu-
dents Against Nuclear Energy) 
• comics 
On Calllpus 
,·~·-// . . 1'· 
, • • IV'/ ... ff HALT/ WHO 60~ 
THE'.RE! 
by Bob Finegold 
r.:====='='"-:;;:::==========~ ~161-iT '-IE'iE...AH1 
I: M \J5T HAVE' 
ll.lOPP~f> ,,. 
SOMEWHERE ..... 
. '\. / , 
Su-_Rc11<10, 
""HtAT.'S WHAT 
TH E y A.LL S~t. 








61/JCE lJE.'f!E JrLL HEl'!.E U/./DER. 
TH£ EA-VEs i<JftV DOl/'fWE 61<T 
Ac.Qu/ru.Jr~v? /-fl, I'M 13e.rArJ 
collegiate crossword 
3 4 5 6 ACROSS 43 Beginning for fire 10 Capp and Hirt 
·or ball 11 Newer film versions 
1 Con men 44 Radiate 12 Flower parts 
7 Hanns the repu- 45 Tenninal listings 14 Beginning (2 wds.} 
tat ion of (abbr.} 15 - job -
13 Old-world songbird 46 Peacock blue 20 - celebre 
14 Headliners to be 47 Miss Barrett 23 Arctic natives 
r:;-;--.--"1""""--.. 16 Sock selection 48 Siamese (var.} 25 Malign 
17 Chann 49 Of a planet path 27 Opponent of Caesar 
~-+-+---t 18 Government agency 52 Jazz ending 28 Twelve dozen 
(abbr.} 53 Capsize (abbr.} 
19 Coops up 55 Marrying 31 Essence of the 
21 One of a Latin trio 57 Taskmaster matter 
22 Gargantuan 58 Swagger 33 State name word 
24 Son of Zeus 59 "Untouchables" char-34 Contaminate 
25 Make oblique acter. and family - 35 Group of travelers 
26 Seine surmters 60 Social refonner "36 Back: Fr. 
27 Skips class Margaret ---- 39 Sighing and sobbing 
28 Valley 40 College course 
29 Homework need DOWN 41 Totter 
...-.--+--+---t-"""'1 30 "- live and 43 British swords 
breathe" I Didn't go together . 45 - smasher 
r.-::--;--.,._--,-...., 31 - roots 2 Hairy 46 Remove branches 
·32 Meaning .3 Take~ on 49 Elevator man 
35 Bit part 4 Even one . 50 Rock music 
.,,...,,......_..___,_..., 37 Word with ma~. or 5 Prefix for vision equipment' 
meter ' 6 British gun · 51 Zhivago's love 
38 Dict}onary offer- 7 Roctet sections 54 Football positions 
ings (abbr.}· 8 Men (abbr.} 
~-+--+--+--+---t~"""'I 42 In a line 9 Goddess of discord 56 Flog 
©Edward Julius, 
MUSO NEEDS A 
TREASURER 
ANSWERS, PAGE 1~ 
' Sat. Oct 2 Residents of Town of 
Salarled Position 
(Preferably Accounting Mator). 
Durham are invited to remove plantings 
of their choice from ~own beautification 
Taking Applications 
areas from 9 AM until noon. Town 
personnel' will be in attendance at this 
time. Please bring your own equipment 
an.d pots. 
In the MUSO Office •. 
Rm 148, MUB, 
until Friday. Oct 8, at noon. 
. 
although- the two groups deal 
with the same problem. ! 
Bean emphasized that students 
in the dorm are committed to 
preserving the environment. We 
would like to see more solar en-
ergy projects started." said Bean. 
Besides Bean and Simpson 
four other students worked on 
the summer projects. These were 
senior Carol Hollis, a community 
development major, sophomore 
Dan Bois Clair, mechanical en-
gineering, Susan Murray.aa senior 
in Chemistry and · sophomore 
Julie Worth, majoring in wildlife. 
Coast zone 
COASTAL ~ONE 
.contim:fed from page 2 
taining the funds needed for the 
Agency. 
He said, "The questions were 
important in finding out wheth-
er local priorities should be rear-
ranged to provide some support-
ing funds or the Seacoast should 
contribute to the matching 
funds,eteQuestions asked con-
cerning sales and income tries 
were asked to discover whether 
such broad based taxes were ac-
ceptable as sources of revenue, 
and if so, which would be prefer-
able." 
State Representative Elizabeth 
Greene of Rye said, "If the ques-
tions on taxes had been oma 
mitted people would have en-
dorsed the program without 




continued from page 2 
will continue to address itself to 
parking and traffic problems. 
And I hope that this will result 
in improved parking and traffic 
conditions for all." 
David Farnham, student body 
president, indicated that student 
government was still concerned 
about the parking situation. The 
commuter affairs committee is 
preparing a parking proposal. 
Farnham said that he considered 









THOUSANDS ON FILE 
Send $1.00 for your up-to-<late, 
192-page~ mail order catalog. 
11926 Santa.Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 
j ~-.:.-~~~~~~:s~:r'.:~ ~~C::v=~:~~- •· 
i ·enclosed is$ .. 00 , 
Please rush the catalog to : 
Name __________ 1 
Address---------
City ____ --~---
State------ Zip __ . _ 
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More from Ham ·smith: the Hamilton Smith Chapel 
':I'he Hamilton Smith Chapel. 
... ,By Susan Webster , i;tained glass onto the stone 
(Nick Novick photo~) 
:Hamilton Smith Hall, like 
Thompson Hall, has met a sad 
linguistic fate at this University. 
'rhe name, reduced to the mono-
sy 11.a bi c abbreviation "Ham 
Smith", is deeply ingrained in 
our day-to-day jargon. 
By now Hamilton Smith has 
probably rolled over in his grave 
at the butchering of his name, 
'for he is well within earshot. He 
is buried not more than two 
miles away at the tiny chapel 
which also bears nis name. 
Off of Mill · Pond Road, its 
stone walls covered with green, 
sits tne Hamilton Smith Chapet 
Even though I drove slowly 
down Mill Road I almost passed -
it. In the cemetery in fron, 
Hamilton Smith has rested in 
~ ;peace for . 76 years, along with 
. his wife and step-daughter. 
!floor. i· The ceiling, of dark narrow-
i p 1 an k ed wood seasoned with 
age, curves down to meet the 
roughly hewn walls of light grey 
granite, making the ceiling seem 
··lower. ' 
Un fortunately tne · doprs to 
the chapel must be kept locked 
due to past vandalism. One 
stained glass window of two pan-
; els of lilies, was snattered several 
years ago. "They just can't be re-
placed." Wilcox said., snaking his 
head. "It would be impossible to 
duplicate the workmanship with 
the small amount of money we 
have." 
Philip Wilco-x, one of the trus-R . h h" tees who manage tbe town's ic man, poor s .ow trustfunds,nasbeentheunpffl-
By Marcia Sp.arks 
Rich Man, Poor Man Book II 
starring Peter Strauss, Susan 
. Blakely, Greg Henry, and James 
Carro 11 f Jordan· premiered Tues-
day, September 21. The weather 
wasn't very good either. 
There was no real plot, just a 
series of ·crises. Imagine two 
weeks of soap opera condensed 
into two hours of cliches and 
you 'II have the script. And you 
can keep it, too. · 
The program opened with a 
synopsis in flashbacks of what 
happened last year. You never 
saw enough of any one scene to 
figure out what was going on. 
One scene gave the impression 
that one of the characters had 
been murdered. In the next 
_scene he is up and running 
around again and several scenes 
after that they bury him at sea. I 
hope they made sure he was 
really dead. 
Every episode In the story 
seemed familiar somehow. As if 
you'd seen them before. I don't 
think anyone "Wrote this script. I 
think they cut up soap opera 
script~ anti Andy Hardy movies 
and glued them all together ran-
som note style. : 
fi'or example ' handsome jock 
Wesley (on wllom the football 
te8Dl depends) is flunking math. 
If he flunks math he cannot play 
on the team. So the coach sends 
in his plain nonor student daugh-
ter to tutor him. Within minutes 
Plain D~ughter is so turq.ed on 
by Wesley that ·s.!J,e ~kes off her 
gla5ses. We all , ·know what that 
means. We've _seen it so many 
times before. When honor- stu-
~ dents take off their glasses they 
become Real Women. Hot Stuff! 
The villian in the story is a 
sailor with a black eye patch and 
:a garrulous voice. It is with gen-
qine surprise that we note that 
he hasn't also been given a par-
rot, a peg leg, and been renamed 
LOng John Falcon Eddie. · 
· An incredible number of char-
acters all appear in the same tiny 
club in Viet Nam on the same 
day. All by coincidence. You 
could believe that that many 
people accidentally run into one 
another in a club, if they live in 
a very small town that only has 
one club. But this is in Saigon! 
Some of them don't even have 
very good reasons for being in 
Viet Nam in the first place. 
There was little or no charac-
ter development. The story 
cial caretaker since his term 
moved along · so rapidly that began seven years ago. As he 
there just waJn't time for it. .says, "I'm retired, -and luckily I 
Granted, the characters wer-e have the time to keep an eye-on 
well defined last season, but if ~his place." He spoke about the 
you missed last season they all chapel and its nameS8ke,.and it's 
·come across as two dimensional obvious he has a deep personal 
cardboard figures mouthing pla- interest as well. 
titudes. It's pretty sorry stuff "First off-you'll want to know 
when you consider that about Smith. His father was a 
M*A*S*H is on at tpe same mining engineer in the south, 
time. where Hamilton was born 
The show mov1~s along fast around 1840. He was sent up 
enough to be entertaining. If all ·north to live with .his aunt and,_ 
you want is to sit in front of the uncle in Durham. He went to 
tube while the major portion of · school here, graduated from 
your _brain ·is napping then Rich Durham Academy, and from 
Man, Poor Man is jui;t the thing here he left to work in the mines 
for you. The commercials are 
widely spaced and-short so make 
your sandwiches before you sit 
down. The way the plot zips 
along you could miss ten years 
in the time it t~es to go to the 
bathroom. 
in Alaska and Africa I think," 
explained Wilcox. 
"He became quite a wealtny 
man - owned diamond and coal 
mines. Smith was smart too, 
knew a lot about technical as· 
pects of mining. In fact he wrote 
a paper Qh hydrolics in mining 
that's still wen-regarded today." 
The cnapel, bulit by his widow 
arourid 1901 in memory of her 
husband, became the responsibil-
ity of the Durham town fathers 
about twenty years ago. They 
took over the two acres of land 
the remaining. trust fund left by 
Smith's widow for its ttpkeep. 
The enormous double doors 
opening into the chapel are med-
ieval in appearance, with huge 
iron rings which contribute to 
the feeling that you are entering 
a fortress. 
Yet, once you are inside, the 
peace and quiet of the chapel be· 
comes apparent. The afternoon 
sun filters obligingly through the 
• 
Philip Wilcox 
The upkeep itself is a year 
after year battle. The chapel's 
Gothic design, constructed of 
the aforementioned granite, was 
unfortunately put together with 
·soft mortar, f~a .. definite mis-
take," says Wilcox, "because 
now it's deteriorating and the 
walls must be vacuumed to rei 
move the du~t. Eventually the 
mortar will crumble , complet~-­
ly." 
Even tnough the chapel has 
not lost its aura of tradition over 
the years, it has not remained a 
.museum to the past. Here in this 
quiet corner of the woods, more 
, than fifty weddings_ have been 
performed for both students and 
.townspeople, even though the 
electric heat does little to keep 
,out the dampness and there is 
standing room only with a guest 
:list of 35 people. 
"It was back in the mid-30 's, I 
think," Wilcox remembers, "one 
of my wife's students-she and 
·her fiance were the earliest cou-
ple I know of to be married 
·here." 
You can be married tnere too, 
if you want. Or you can just 
_· look. It's a nice walk down Mill 
·Pond Road. Ask-the swans for 
direc tions. 
pre-view 
· . !V and th~ m~vies don't la.ok too bad this week folk. There are ! some good specials an, and combined 
with the oldies it sh_ould be a $ood weekend, Have fun! · 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 · 
Tatum 0' Neal won an Oscar for Best Supporting 
Actress in Paper Moon. Ch. 7 at 9. Daddy's in it too! 
Katharine Ross picks up where Newman and Redford 
left off in Wanted: The Sundance Woman. Channels 
5 and 9 at 9. 
MUSO presents Koko Taylo~ in the Strafford Room 
at 7: 30. Students $1, general $1.50. 
Monty Python's And Now For Something Completely 
Different is playing at the Franklin. It's their 
worst. Tomorrow too, at 6:30 and 8:30. · 
George Carlin is hosting the Midnight Special, but 
he's the only person worth seein.g. Ch. 4 at 1 :30 in 
the morning. 
Rock and Roll with Tuckahoe in the_MUB PUB. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2 · 
Chartes Bronso·n and Jill lr~lind (Mrs. B) in Breakout. 
A true sfory. Ch~ 4 at 9. 
·Jimmy Cagney's break into stardom came in The 
Public Enemy, and it's on Ch. 9 at 11 :15. 
,Eric Idle of Monty Python hosts Saturday Night. 
Should be in teresting. Ch. 4 at 11 :30. 
"'~"·~'' '\ .·' 
, MUSO will present Koko 'l'aylor, a Chicago blues ar-
tist in the Strafford Room of the MUB on Friday 
night at 7:30. Student ticke~s are $1 and general ad· 
mission is $1.50, Should be good~ 
More ofTuckahoe in the MUBPUB. 
Fred Asfat.re a.nd Ginger Rogers started" dancing in 
Flying Doi:)_n ~o Rio, with Dolores Del Rio. 
Ch. 7 a:t 'll : 30: 
SUNDAY; OCTOBER-3 
... Streisand and Redford in The Way We Were. Channels 
5 and 9 at 9. 
Part 2 of Earthquake. The Hollywood Dam is due to 
break this w~ek; Ch. 4 at 8. 
Want to find out why Billy 1oe jumped off the 
bridge? See Ode to Billy Joe at the Franklin. 6:30 
and 8:3'0. Tomorrow too. 
Henry Mancini and Pure Prairie Le.ague will be on 
the new Peter Marshall Show. Ch. 4 at 11 : 30. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4 
Never Give an Inch a remake of Sometimes A 
. Great Notion, wil( be on Ch. 4 at 9. Stars Paul 
_Newman and Henry Fonda. 
Robert Mitchum at his best in Going Home. 
.Ch.Jat11:30 
Lola Falana hosts the Tonight show with guests 
Wayne Newton and Bill Cosby, among others. 
Ch. 4at 11:30. Va-va-voom! · 
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'------------------~ IT'S SEXY' INTELLIGENT & FUNNY 
"Swept Away._" 
. ~ITELY 9:05 . 
ii'-,: & Sat LATE SHOW "MARK OF THE DEVlL" 
apa!>ll to a future show if you~can't sit thru it -
MUSO PRESENTS 
• UNH . food co-op IS opened -
FOOD CO-OP 
continued frotn page 4 
system develo_ped for and by the 
corp.munity. 
"F;,i.culty, staff and student in- · 
volvement is needed to develop a 
community feeling where every-
one will t>e working and partici-
pating together," said Nelson. 
The cost of membership is- one 
dollar a.nd (there is a work re-
quirement of two hours a month 
per person. The jobs will rotate 
and everyone wUl become in-
volved in all aspects of the pro-
gram. 
The members will place their 
orders and pay in ~dvance. 
(Food_ stamps will be accepted). 






I l \ ANSWERS 









Friday & Saturday October 1 & 2 Back by Request 
Monty Python's "AND NOW FOR SOMETHING 
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT" 
6:30& 8:30 
Sunday & Monday O~tober 3 & 4 
Jan Michael Vincent "ODE TO BILLY JOE" 
6:30 & 8:30 
The orders will then go to the 
_New England Produce' Center in 
Chelsea, Mass., New England's 
major wholesale food distri-
butor, to be filled and trucked 
back to the University. 
A method known as "bagging" 
was designed last year so that 
eacn person's order will be pro-
perly, put together and· ready to 
be taken home. · 
Nelson said, ''The feeling of 
working together for a common 
goal will be accomplished by get-
ting to know the other people in-
volved and being aware that ri-
sing food costs are being com-
batted. The major goa.l this year 
will be to satisfy the members 
_ by supp1ylng them with what 
t.u~y want. 
According to Nelson it is a de-
mocratic system and is run not 
by one person but by the entire 
group. It will be a flexible pro-
gram and comments, suggestions 
or complaints will always be lis-
tened to. 
NelSon says he is very optimi-
stic with this year's program. He 
feels that it will be a success as it 
is an election year and stud en ts 
are becoming "more aware" and 








Cracker Barret LoUnge 
at the Traffic Circle 
Rt. 1-95 
.Coming Attractions · 
Oct 1 - Oct 3 STONE CROSS 
· Oct 4 - Oct 6 SUGAR 
Oct 7 - Oct 10 FL YER 
KOKO TAYLOR 
And Her Blues Machine 
TONITE 
Students _Only $1.00 in advance 
-Noµ-Students& At Door $1.50 
In Strafford Room, MUB -at 7:30 PM' 
Super Saturday Buffet 
$4. 95 ~- All you. can eat 
Student l.D. entitf es 
you to 50 4 off 
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D RAC sets its priorities 
DRAC 
continued from page 1 
pleted "by the end of the semes-
ter." 
''We're mainly concerned with 
the possibility of an a la carte 
meal system in which students 
would pay for exactly what they 
eat," he said. 
Millen hinted at, but would 
not elaborate on the possibility 
of a complete change over in the 
meal ticket system. ''We'll be in-
vestigating all the possibilities," 
he said. 
An a la carte system was in ef-
fect at UNH up until three years 
ago but was discontinued due to 
the complexity of the check-in 
procedure. 
''What was happening three 
years ago," Millen said ''was that 
a la carte· patrons were fdrred to 
come into the dining halls 
through one door, eat in a separ-
ate room and be isolated from 
their friends and the rest of the 
dining area. 
"Our aim is to satisfy the light 
eater and eliminate ·as much 
waste as possible." 
When the meal study is com-
plete, Millen said DRAC would 
approach the dormitory security 
issue and the related issue-of the 
role of campus ·police in the resi- · 
dence hall. 
''The dorm security issue is a 
very complex one," Millen said. 
''There are many value judge-
ments involved with it. Dorm 
security is a high priority issue 
but we can only handle two at a 
time." 
Millen feels that the meal issue 
is "a less nebulus issue which 
could be dealt with fairly quick-





















































Come to room 151 of the MUB 
for sale 
For Sale: Smith Corona Electric 
Typewriter, Brand new never 
used, $130.00 firm. Call Do.DD.a 
868-2346 after 5 p.m. or 
862-2291 and leave messaee. 
10/12 
Stereo Loudspeakers ,Audionic! 
TL50 (custom). -Transmission · line 
bass, superb sound. Asking 
•175/pair. Also, concord 3-head reel 
tape deck 35 tapes. $125. Can de-
monstrate both. 868-5631. 10/19 
'66 Falcon Station Wagon for sale: 
$175. 20-23 mpg; Standard 3-speed 
column; 3 new tiresi recently tuned 
and oil changed. vall Joe at 20 
Young Dr. Durham. 868-5988. 10/12 
For Sale: 1971 VW Bus. In good con-
dition. Asking f500. Call anytime. 
868-7042. 10/8 
Jt'or the ~'Classy" Backgammon play-
er: carefully handt:rafted, finished, 
wooden boards for sale. Few left, so 
hurry.. Contact Debra Barker, 40 
Young Drive. 10/12 
MAKE YOUR OWN, Olds Ambassa· 
dor Coronet, very good condition, 
excellent for students. RECORD 
YOUR OWN, 8-track home recorder, 
with two nucrophones, f35. John, 
303 Hunter Hall, 2-1590, 868-9779. 
10/5 
'68 Ford Mustang Equiped with FoJ.J.r 
new radial and in excellent running 
condition. Asking $80<>. Call Mary 
742-4625. 10/15 
OUTRAGEOUS TAG SALE Astrolo-
gy Books, lots of houseplants at 
wholesau: prices, typewriters furni-
ture, clothes, etc. Sat.-Sun. 10-5 Oct. 
2,3. 1111 mi south of Lee Traffic Cir-
cle on Rte 125. 10/1 
FOR SALF. - 8 room, New Enliland-
er, · 4 ·bedrooms, large, 2 bathrooms, 
fireplace, 1 car garage attached on 
100 x 100 lot. 15 Portland St. East 
Rochester, N .H. e25,500, Tel 
332-5469. 10/15 
66 MGB, convertible leather seats, 
wire wheels. It's running and on the 
road but needs some work and TLC. 
Asking $400. Call 868-7491. 10/15 
1966 Volvo Station Wagon. Needs 
work. but runs well. $325. Call even-
ings 926-8570 110/1 
SLINGERLAND ll·pc, professional 
drum set. Rarely used. 1"1 years old. 
New, $1,500. Sacrj.fice at $850. Call 
Jim at 1-225-6338 weeknights after t; 
p.m. 10/15 
Fuiica camera for sale. 35 mm with 
case. Two years old, hardly used. 
Bought new for $155, selling for $95. 
Contact Perry, Rm. 807. 868-9821 
any~ime. 10/5 
For sale: A 1972 Gran Torino Sport 
Coupe. It has a 302 cid engine, and a 
three speed manual transmission. 
Good gas mileage, good rubber,_ no 
rust. Contact Kirby, ~-1584 10/2u 
For Sale: Kawasak: 125 Dirt or 
Streeti. 1974. •350. 868-2382. Ask 
for Jonn.--10(8 ' 
1971 VW Bus Customized interior 
great for camping. Asking t2400, 
Write Box 336 Durham, NH 03824 
or visit 10 Court St. Dover, NH or 
leave message at 742-0383; 10/1 
BMW 2002, modified engine, 10,000 
miles. new paint, shocks, brakes, 
cassette stereo, oil and water pumps. 
trailer hitch. This car· is very fast 
24·28 mpg. $4,000 or b.o. 
1-889-0815. 10/8~ 
For Sale: Bianchi 10 speed bike, ex-
cellent condition. asking $110.00 
Call 659-2178. 10/12. 
For Sale: 1969 Volkswagen Bug, 
Auto. transmission, New Brakes, 
good tires, ·recent paint . job, solid 
body, Asking $650. Call Dick, Hub· 
bard Hall 304, 868-9897 or 2-1738: 
10/!l. 
Looking for a way to keep warm and 
save money this winter? · WOOD 
HEATERS - Riteway thermostatical-
ly controlled, · multi-fuel units save 
80% in fuel costs" ·-Model 2000 @ 
50,000 BTU /hour; · model 37 @ 
73,000 BTU/hour. Water heaters 
available. Come over and talk with us 
- the price of a heater may surprise 
you. integrated . Thermal System~ 
379 State Street, Portsmouth, N.H. 
431"4205, 10/5 
1966 Ambassador-4 door, Auto. 
Power brakes; power steering; 75,000 
miles/one owner. Includes set of 
snuws. on spare whef,}s. Good condi-
tion.. $400 or Best Offer. 2-2727 
DayS; 642-5770 p.m. 10/1· 
1966 Volkswagen Primo - for a 
classic volkswagen fan. $625. Call 
Portsmouth 431-9891. 10/IS. 
For Sale: 1965 VW bug for parts. en-
gine excellent, recent valves/clutch 
body uninspectable. Must sell - best 
offer drives it away. leave message for 
Gail at 862-1171 7:00-5:00 daily. 
10/1. 
For Sale: 1967 G and wh 4 dr. Fal-
con. 6 cyl. gooa condition $300.00 
862-2018. Leslie. 10/1. 
12-String Guitar for sale. Best offe~. 
Five years old. New strings. No case. 
Call Ro at 862·2410.10/8 
1971 Vw "GHIA", Very · Fine 
Shapeo First class body and 
mechanical, Asking $1 350. Call 
868-5000, 778-0192 Nites. 1015 
For Sale: used furniture and decorat-
ing accessories, including odd chairs, 
several vanities, old kitchen tin wear, 
dried floral arrangements, pictures, 
and more. 248 Maplewood Ave., 
Portsmouth, NH.10/8 
dwellings 
Wanted: to rent furnished apartment 
or share one in Durham Area :rom 
Oct. 1 - Jan. 1 Please call 868-7093 
and leave messag~. 10/12. 
FOR RENT: Large, light, fumishe4 
room with private entry in faculty 
home 3 blocks from campus for re· 
sponsible grad. or upperclass man. 
$95 per mo, Available Oct. 1 Call 
Harris 868-518.2.10/12 
roommates 
Housemate needed to Share 1capein 
Lee. Own bedroom. $68. 75/mo, Ci u• 
tilities (oil heat & wood stove). 
Should be clean & responsible, pref-
erably has shared a house w /others 
before. Call 659-202L 10/l r 
help wanted 
Dance instructor. Wanted to teacn 
Jitterbug to interested students. 
Please contact Mark at 742-8824 or 
Peter at. 868-9 723. 10/l 
Figure Models - For Photographer, to 
be published in national magazines -
$10-$15/hr plus bonuses to $1500. (Fifteen Hundred Dollars). - No Ex-
~49~3463. 1~2iessary , Call Betty 
·1973 Austin Marina 2 dr. coupe. 
Only 23,000 miles Radial tires, clean, TYPIST --NEEDED: Accuracy a 
excellen~ condition. Stick shift. must, 15 to 20 page manuscripts., 
868-7382. 10/12. Pay will be negotiated - Contact 
Mike 868-2916. 10/5 · 
For Sale: 1972 Mazda wagon 46,000 
miles, am/fm radio, mechanically 
good, needs some bodywork Larry 
Horwitz 862-1981 . 10/1. 
1973 Honda 200 Scrambler, 6,500 
miles, excellent condition, blue. must 
~11 - moving out West in October. 
Only $600.00 Call 659-2695 in New-
market. 10/1. 
For Sale: skis: Rossignol strato 105's 
195 & 203 cm; brand new; warranty 
included $100 See George Rm B-12 
Strattford House. 1011. 
1972 Kawasaki Red S-2 very good 
condition $550 or B.O. 749-2717 
Eve's Mub pkg. lot days Leave note. 
10/15. ~ 
PART TIME ,_PROFITABLE POSI-
TION: REP.t<.ESENTATIVE FOR 
AEROLINEAS ARGENTINAS 
TOURS OF SOUTH AMERICA: 
STUDENTS OR FACULTY~.EARN 
ON CAMPUS: WRITE: Melissa's 
Maltie Tours, Mr. Robert Whitcher, 
c/o Sheraton Regal Inn, Hyannis, MA 
02601. TeL 617·77Hl00. l0/8 . 
WANTED\Person to do repair work 
on car. (Rust on fender). Need this 
done as soon as possible. Price neg. 





By John Kirkland 
From the novel by Erskine Caldwell 
October 7-9 and 14-16 at 8 PM 
October 13 at 2 PM 
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham 
General: $2.50-$3.00; Students: $2.00-$2.50 
Reservations: 862-2290. Group rates available. 
~--------------------------
MEN-WOMEN: .JOBS ON ::i.Hlt'~. 
A:merican. Foreign. No experience re-
quJL..:d. EA1;elle116 PC1T,. Woddw!dc: 11£-.i•, 
Summer job or career. Sen f3,00 for 
information, SEAF AX, Dept. E-17, 
Box 2049, Port Angeles Washington 
98362. ll/21 
UNH Dining Services has openings for 
student employees in Stillings Phil-
brook & Huddleston dining hails\ the 
commlsary and the bakery. WorK in 
an important job (what's more im-
portant than helping to feed fellow 
humans) in a convenient location. 
Tum those extra llours into extra 
spending money. lnquire at unit of 
your choice. IO /l 
PA fl T-TIME HELP: S:tudents and 
student-.wives needed to help us in 
our business. Earnings of f3 per hour 
ll;lld more possible if you are ambi-
tious. You set the hours. We train 
Call Ross Allen in Northwood" 
942-8294 tor more info and inter! 
view. l~/5 
serVices 
Got a friend that really deserves it? 
Then call Zoso Mafioso and get him (her) i:reamed, Your coJ}tract not • 
only includes the .hit, but a picture of 
it goin& down. So put a contract on 
the person of your choice. Prices: $5 
student" faculty negotiable. - TeL 
868-987;,;. 10/8 
DRUMMER, exp. sks 11pwardly. 
mobile rockers. Object-living wage. 
ROCK-English, 60's, orig. with taste. 
Call CHUCK 11\ Dtirham 659-5578. 
10/12 
PIANO LESSONS. CLASSlCAL .. Pri-
vate lessons liven by UNH music stu· 
dent. Close to . campus and Oyster 
River Schools. 868-2926, lOJ19 
TYPING-$. 75 per page. Previous sec-
retarial · experience. Call 742-0142. · 
10/19 ' 
TYPini! ~i:vices: Thesis specifications 
followed. Must present format. Minor 
editing. 75 cents per page. Extra 
charge for your re-editing. 868-,7 401. 
10/15. 
Sophomore seeks part·time work, 
16·20 hrs. a week, weekday after-
noon; light housework, some typing 
skills, good at composition. etc. Must 
be within walking distance of U. N.H. 
Call Susan 868-9834. 10/12 · 
College skateboard craze. Get 
involved. Teenage market, involve 
shirttaH'tids. Latest money maker, 
g..eat run. Invest $1 stamped envelope 
in yourself. Geyer 230 E. Grand Ave. 
Rahway, NJ 07065.10/5 
"Earn money and free trips. Distri-
bute on campus, travel literature for 
America's largest student travel or-
ganization. No investment required, 
Work your own hours. call Brad (4!3) 256-0197 between 5 and 7 P.M. 
10/5 
lost and found 
HA VE YOU SEEN SAM? Our male,-
50 pound, red-haired shepherd-husky 
left home Sept. 19. If you've seen 
him. please let us know. 180 Main St •• 
Newmarket, rear apt. or call collect 
926-89.38. REWARD.10/5 
LOST - Gold Bangle Bracelet (twi9-
ted) vicinity of library T-flall and 
MUB. Please return to MUB Lost and 
Found. Must find · - Has Personal 
-Value. REW ARO~ 
- If a red and ai&ek checked lumber jacket is found please contact Chris 
Moiling 868 ·2800, The jacket and its 
contents are important . for warmth 
this fall and winter. ' ' 
ATTENTION: THE DURHAM AM-
BULANCE CORPS is missing a sonar 
radio pager, no, 2. This is an expen-
sive itemhand necessary to the opera· 
tion of t e corps, Anyone "finding" 
thiscall the dispatch ctr.1 2•1426, or le ave it at the MUB mf<>rmation 
desk. NO QUESTIONS ASKED. 10/5 
rides 
Wanted Ride from Barrington (near 
Calefs store) to UNH for 10:00 class 
MWF ~ will share all ex:pense.s 
664-7702 anyt~e .10/12. 
Ride Needed M-W·F from 
Nottingham to Newmarket about 
0•00 ...,m. and'/ o r re6u1.-n C1bout :J;OO 
P.111o Wi £t share gas expense. Andi 
679-8461.11110 /5 
~ 
RIDERS OR RIDE - Traveling from 
Hooksett to UNH M,W,F, must be 
dependable. can make arrangements, 
Also anyone interested in traveling to 
ARIZ. for XMAS Vacation. Call " 
668-4578 or leave message in Civil ,. 
Engineering Dept • . Ask for Lionel 
Rocheleau. IO /28 .• • 
Ride needed to Hartford, Ct, 
nearly every weekend . If you're 
going rnY way any weekend this 
fall a.ad have . extra. room please 
.give m~ a .call. Will- ·appreciate 
greatly. Must leave after 2 on 
Frldays.$5 for gas. Contact Gary 
Stone at 868-9739 (Room 221). 
10112 
personals .~. 
Happy Birthday Brenda. Let's see... / 
Richard Nancy Brenda David, and 
Mitzy. You fit lD "equiellstantly" of :ii 
course. Wed,, Fri., and Sun. will al-· 
ways be goed days for me now. Joe 
10/8 
Dear Nancy. Happy Birthday. Wish I 
was going to be around to help cele-
brate. I'm sure tho\lgh that your mid· ;. - ~ 
night special will do a very good job 
ofmaking it a good day for you. • •. ' 
Rona 10 /1 '1 
Donna G. • Happiest of ail happy * 
19ths le may you Join those gorgeo,us I·· ... fishies in endless. excitin& splashinis. 
Love Lil. Linda, & Deb 10 /l 
To the lion king. Have I told you yet ? 
today youtre beautiful? 10/l ,. 
Van Hammer: Bring an extra set of 
guitar strings 'to the Field House Oct 
13th. I'm wired - Jeff Beck 10 fl 
Wanted - Your VOTES to send four -
Democratic Representatives to the 
General Court from :Durham-Lee-
Madbury District. Vote Novemoer 
2nd for Linda Herbst, Jim Horrigan, 
Joan Schreiber and Sarah Voll. 10/19 
Happy Birthday to my Baby Doll; 
Wanna snuggle? Now you're legal. 
Flip the album and pass the GT, 
please. Love is you and me and a bike 
ride to nowhere. Want an apple, or 
are· you tree tasting today? Too bad 
everyone can't major in RA-just the 
lucky, Is Room 213 a double? 
Schnookie loves the scullery maid-
pass it on. Aren't cold weekend 
mornings great? Coffee for two, take 
off your shoes, red light district-
Hotel city. With love forever and a 
day-Fuzzy Bear. 10/l 
How's your lovers love life? If it's 
considerably better than your ow.1 
you 'Ve got a problem. Let the Zoso 
Mafioso put an end to your mate's 
bi centenial bed bopping. Put a con-
tract out on the face you love and get 
fast results. Price $6, Call ZM 
868-9872 or 862-1300. 10/8 
DEAR EDDIE ACKER-You're swell, 
I really mean that, honest. Last week-
end wa~ terrific, I never knew it 
could be like this. I think of you con· 
stantly and the fun we had at the 
Frolic Center. (Wayne's not bad 
either) Milles Baisers. Love-EDDIE 
ACK~R.1011 
Yoar red scarf matches your eyes, 
and the dress you wort> at. the Ban· 
quet. Your roonimate has the 
worm man blues. Loving you has 
made me balamnas. 2 years, Beani-
kins of munchkins, marathon~, 
guffaws, camp sharing. And I'd still 
break my clock for . you. Keep shin-
ing. Beauty sparks from within and 
you are gorgeous to me. Ten 
four-Gqod Buddy-Sammy. ton 
To the .t11ll blond boarder at A.T,O. -
Would you like to learn a ra~ing dive 
or may be take a squash lesson? I can 
ht'! rE>ached at 4481. Your ed\tor. IO n 
·· and ... 
Visit Europe, 26, rl:tYs in January. 
16+ days skiing at Zennatt, Verbier, 
Leysin, Crosetes-Avoriaz. and Les 
Mosses. "Yuorne" winecaves, Gruyere 
cheese factory, Bern, Castles, casino 
gambling, fantastic food. Ski lessons, 
lift tickets, excursions, hotels, two 
meals a day, parties, air fare: under 
~800. Conta~t. C':hris Church Straf-
1ord house 14Bb868-9818. College 
Credit possible. I 116. 
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Cats stay undefeated , Dayan is interviewed 
\ 
FIELD HOCKEY' 
continued from page 23 
The UNH defense allowed no 
shots on goal nor penalty cor-
ners in the first half while UNH 
recorded eight and nine respec-
tively. · 
Mamie Reardon controlled the 
baU for UNH much of the time. 
She dashed between UMaine 
players to threaten at the net 
but could not slip the ball past. 
UMaine defenders. 
UNH goalie Nancy.Gaskell came DAYAN 
out too far and Judy Hayden 
skidded the ball past her. continued from page 10 
UNH scored early in the sec 
ond half but the referee's whistlE 
sounded moments before the 
ball hit the net and it was disal 
lowed. 
spoke of his love of farming, and 
a noi;talgic smile crossed his face. 
Dayan said he became more· 
active militarily than agricul-
turally just after the 1948 war. 
"It was after the War. of In-
The UNH jayvees allowed dependence," he said, ''when at 
UMaine only 22 seconds ii! it! that time I was already the 
goal circle as it trounced the comma~der of J_er:isalem and in-
team with four goals in each volved m negotiation and close 
half. -to Ben Gurion (Israel's first 
Prime Minister). At that time I 
Susan Millett, Ann Bonne aad felt that I would have to go on 
Diane Brooks scored twice_ each with it." 
Though UNH- set up shots near in their team's opening win. He was eager to discuss his 
th al ·t d"d t ons1·ste""tly autobiography,"Story of My e go , 1 l no c ... "So many of my JV players 
f 11 · th snots to Life," which was released in the · o ow up on ose ar.e i;uperior to JV level," said 
· tn t h If United States last week. score m e nex a . Rilling. 
"I thought I had an int~rc:stlng 
UNH will meet B~tes College life, tied with the drama of the 
UMaine's sole ·goal came mid-: on Tuesday afternoon in an country. It doesn't take much of 
way through the second half. away game. a personal record, It's more 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ political and about what 
VESPER MOPEDS 
The Sport Shop 
84 South St. 
Concord NH 
228-1441 
5% discount with college lD's 
happened with the country." 
Dayan leaned back and re-
flected on how his autobio-
graphy will be read by Israelis. 
"I suppose ·people in Israel 
would jump right away •to read 
the last chapter, about the Yorn 
Kippu.r War (in 1973)," he said. 
"They are still very sensitive 
about that." 
Israel's poor showing in the 
Yorn Kippur war was blamed by 
many on Dayan 's alleged .in-
action in the early hours of the 
war. He was Israel's Minister of 
Defense at the time. An in~ 
vestigation exonerated Dayan, 
but many Israelis 'are still critical 
of his performance. 
''The book is not meant for 
Israelis," said Dayan. "When I 
wrote the book I had in mind 
Jews outside Israel and the 
young generation in Israel who 
do not really ~now from 
personal experience the history 
of the country. If they should 
care to read it, they should. But 
not those who read everyday the 
newspapers and know.everything 
and discuss everything and 
criticize everything, I don't care 
too much for them,''Dayan con-
cluded with frustration and a 
hint of bitterness in his voice. 
Do you think they've been too · 
critical? he was asked. 
Moshe Dayan replied softly 
and wearily. "I think so, yes" he 
said. 
UNO ·downs Maine 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
continued from page 24 
They nplit the fir:it two· ;,etn 
but neither would give up the 
lead in the third set. After many 
long rallies, Danker inched by 
for a 7-5 win. 
It was an easier match for Jo-
celyn. Berube winning in straight 
sets. 
"We had long rallies because 
of the clay surface," she said. "I 
onn the big points and that was 
tho diftorcml)Q. " 
The UNH players ar~ not ac· 
.cuatomed to playing on clay 
courts. Most of them started out 
slowly on the new surface •. , 
The Wiltlcata will host K8e»e 
St.ate next Tue&day~ 
UNH's Jocelyn Berube gets set for a return. fNicK Novick pnoto J 
SIERRA DESIGNS 
DOWN VEST 
Leave your sleeves at home. The down 
vest may be all you ·need. Less bulk 
than a jacket with com;iderably greater 
freedom of movemer1t, the down vest 
keeps you 'Very warm. It in~ulates the 
central body for moderate conditions 
and combines with the 60 / 40 parka, 
or a ~<>ol shirt for colder situations. 
Cut longer in the back by three inches, 
the Vest is quilted to eliminate shift of 
Prime Goosedown. Snap closure with 
·. a full two incti overlap ~nd hand · 
warmer pocketS add to the warmth. 
Colors: Greent Navy, Cranberry 
lUildtrnts &ails 
PETTEE BRQOK LANE 
DURHAM . NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824 
. TH a68·5684 
\\ lUlER~ESS C'A!\1PING . UACKPA.<' 1\.11\'(; , 
:\ND SKI TOl 'RING EtJl.lWMFNT 
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UNH defends YC title 
FOOTBALL 
continued from page 24 
things but we've had some 
bumps and bruises coming out 
of last week's game and we 
won't know until the end of the 
week who'll be in shape to 
play." 
On offense, the Huskies's look 
to tailback Nick Giaquinto to 
make the big play. 
"We work the I-formation 
much like UNH," Naviaux said. 
"And Giaquinto is the man who 
has to d_o the jQb for us, as Bill 
Burnham does for UNH." 
Giaquinto is questionable for 
tomorrow's game as well. 
"He does it all for us," 
Naviaux said. "He plays on the 
kick toami; and tho ·punt roturn 
team, . and has been banged 
a o u n d.. W e '11 kn ow hi Si 
'.!Ondition better by week's end." 
The offensive unit is 
headmanned by quarterback 
·Bernie Palmer who was 11 for 
23 against Yale last week. 
Palmer also runs the ball i;yell, 
and was the Huskies' leading 
ground gainer last week with 4 7 
yards. 
When passing, Palmer will look 
for split end Reggie Eccleston, 
who has moved outside replacing 
the injured Rich Hedgepath. The 
tight end will be Bob Farbotko. 
''We haven't been able to score 
offensively," Naviau.x said. "We'-
re just going to have to move the 
ball better. 
''We've got to upgrade our 
whole ball game," Naviaux said, 
"We're just trying to get our 
people ready and we'll have to 
be at our best in order to beat 
New Hampshire." 
Naviaux expressed respect for 
UNH's offensive front and the 
job they've been doing opening 
holes for Bill Burnham. 
"They're very strong up 
front," he said. "Burnham has 
been getting some very nice 
holes to run through. We've seen 
films of tne Holy Cross and BU 
games, and the whole offense 
has been doing the job." 
Bowes "in all probability" will 
go with Jeff Allen at 
quarterback, if the junior is 
sufficiently recovered from his 
rib miseries. Allen returned to 
practice tnis week and seems to· 
be the choice. 
"Wholley is the only 
quarterback we've seen in the 
films," Naviaux said. -"But we 
saw Allen last year and we're im-
pressed with the way both boys 
can throw the ball." 
The Cats have two serious 
injuriP.s coming out of last 
week's action. Center Paul 
Ten berg suffered a shoulder 
injury which turned -out to be 
more serious than first expected. 
His status remains doubtful. 
Also, punter Scott Seero has 
been ruled ou"t due · to a 
hamstring pull. 
Rod Langway, who's punting 
job last week was defined as "ad-
equate for a back-up" by Bowes, 
will again handle the punting 
chores. 
Tight end Bill Wharffand line-
backer Charlie McMahon will 
again sit out this week's game, 
but tailback Dave Loehle is 
expected to return after missing 
a week with a shoulder injury. 
"We'll try and correct five 
minutes worth of football which 
cost us the game last week," 
Bowes said. "We didn't play that 
bad a ball game last week, but 
we were up against a good 
football team." 
"UConn plays the I-formatior 
like we do, and Giaquinto is z 
definite threat anytime he geb 
his hands on the ball~ 
THE.HARVEST FESTIVAL 
Split end Lee Pope draws a crowd in last yea.r's UConn game. UNH won the game 14-11. 
UConn boasts a strong offense 
SOCCER 
continued from page 24 
Whoever Itlays goal they will 
ha~e to stop a powerful offense. 
Hutcner said after the game that 1n a 3-0 win over Princ·eton 
Tuttle played one "hell of a Wednesday UConn put 25 shots 
game". on goal. 
Also missing from UNH's 
lineup will be Rich Badmington. 
The senior fullback is still 
bothered with an ankle injl!rJ. 
"We nave some injuries," 
noted Young "But tne key 
pl~¥ers are look,ng real good." 
"'Tne injuries shouldn't 
hamper us like they Id.id in the 
BC game," added Young. 
UConn's leading scorers are 
Medrick Innocent and Jim Evans· 
with four points each. 
Innocent however is tne goal 
scorer of tne two. He has three 
goals w n ile Evans nas tnree 
assists. 
Defensively, goaltender Bob 
Ross is the ~ey man for tne 
Huskies. Including the win over 
Princeton, Ross has a .6 goals 
against average, :seconQ best in 
tne Y.C. 
· "If we play well and get a few 
breaks we'll come out the 
victors, " Young said, "If tney 
get . the breaks, they'll be the 
victors." 
"We're expecting UNH to put 
a lot of pressure on us," ex-
plained Marrone, "We'll try and 
play our game and nope for tile 
be st. I'm antieipating a tig11t 
game." 
Sat, October 2, 1976 
Canaan Fair Grounds - Canaan, NH 
LOUNGE ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
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Football statistics 
Team Statistics UNH Opp·_ 
First downs 47 40 
Total Plays 209 213 
Yards rushing 705 551 
Yards passing 224 316 
Total offense 929 867 
Passes attempted 45 66 
Passes completed 20 2.6 
Had intercepted 3 5 
Fumtsles 13 12 
Fumbles Lost 6 6 · 
Penalties 16 23 
Yards penalized Q 147 246 
Punts/a~. · 18/36.1 ~/38. 
Punt ret./avg. 11/10.8 /5.0 
Individual 
Rushing no. · yds. avg. 
Burnham 103 493 4.8 
Euckley 15 87 5.8 
oehle J. J lS:.:! 4.15 
Allen 16 27 1.7 
Whalley 12 12 1.2 
cappadona .l 2 2.0 
ReceiVing no. yds., 
Jarry 5 56 
Pope 3 39 
Burnham 3 10 
Di Pietro 2 31 
Wharff 2 11 · 
Buckley s2 11 
Loehle 1 51 
Destefano 1 11 
Whooley 1 4 
Passing Att com Yds. TD 
Whalley 28 11 89 0 
Allen' 17 99 135 l 
Punting no. yds. ..avg. long 
Seero 14 491 35,1 56 
L.angway 3 133• 44.3 45 
Punt returns no. yds. avg. 
McDonnell 7 80 11.3 
cappadona 3 22 7.3 
Loehle 1 sl7 17.0 
Kickoff returns no. yds. • avg. 
cappadona 3 39 13.0 
Pope 2 31 15.5 
Loehle 1 41 41.0 
Kicking specialists PAT FG Pts., 
Seero 3-4 1-5 6 
Checovlch 1-1 2-2 s7 
Scoring TD PAT FG PU. 
Burnham 4 0 0 24 
Checovich 0 1 9 7 
Wharff 1 0 0 6 


























This Week's Games 
Connecticut at New Hampshire 
Rl1uue Island al Maine 























Rhode I stand 
Massachusetts 











Connecticut at New Hampshire (Fri .} 
Rhode Island at Maine (Sat.) · 







UNH 6 Bowdoin 3 
Singles ~ 
Veale (NH) over Miller (B), 6·3t.6•2 
Berube (NH) over curtain (B) o-4 6-4 
Santom (NH) over McLean (B\ 4:/i, ~1, 6-3 
Brdgdon (NH) over Golodner (B)j 6;.o.13-6,7-5 
Danker,(NH) over Devine (B), 6-4, 2-t>, 6-3 
Doubles 
Ackerson and Woodbridge (NH) over Rhelne and Whitman (B) 7-5,6-4 
Forys and Miller (8) over Berger and Todd (NH), 6-4, 3-6, 6-1 
Pyne and Dupont (B) over Ackerson and Fox (NH) 6-4, 6-4 
Poeter and Croce.1<er (B) over Mldgeley and Neavitt, 6-4, 7-6 
UNH5 UVM 2 
Singles 
Aarts (NH) over Cooper (UVM), 6-4,6-4 _ 
Turban· (UVM) over Taylor (NH), 6-1, 7-5 
Weber (NH) over Rockwltz (UVM), 6-0..t 7-5 
Harriso!'l over Compagrlon (UVM), 6-2,o-1 
Tagerman (UVM) over Richards (NH), 7-6, 6-2 
Lynch (NH) over Babbott(UVM), 6-1;6-2,6-3 
Doubles _ 
Taylor and Harrision (NH) over Comi).,.;::c:: <: :;.'.! To.~1o:rman(UVM) 6-0. 6-0 
Aarts arrd Weber (BH) over C~oper an.:I Turban- (UVM) 5-7 6-3, 6-4 
Lynch and Cobban (NH) over Rockwttz ilnd Babbott (UVM 7-6, 6-4 
Soccer scoring 
Bob Black 2 1 3 
Mike Cloutier 3 0 3 
Scott Davis 1 1 2 
Dave Teggart 1 O sl 
Craig Smith 0 1 1 
Rich Badmington 0 1 l 
Paul Martel 0 1 1 
Kevin Dewhurst 0 1 1 
Goalies G Sa Ga Avg 
Bruce Riedell 3 30 2 .67 















: WITH ·VERY SPECIAL GUESTS l 
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: REO SPEEDW AGON ] 
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EATING ~ DRIN"ING 
SIJ.981 . 
.. THE VERY BEST PRIME R .IB EVER" 
Hearty Sandwich•• & Complete 
Dinner• ••• Good Variety Imported 
& Domeallc Bottled Beers ••• Open 
Fo~ Lunch and Dinner Dally ••• 
Lounge Open To Legal Clos Ing ••• 
16 Sr• ST. DOVER.,N.I. 
,, 
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Bamford • 1s new· 
Ticket Manager 
By Gerry Miles 
Nothing had changed, it had 
been the same routine for ten 
years, but today was different, it 
marked one of the last days for 
Earle Charette, Manager of the 
Athletic Tickets in Room 159 in 
the Field House. · 
For ·Charette it meant the 
breaking of a routine he had 
come to love and enjoy but be-
cause of medical reasons is 
forced to r~sign. 
Taking over will be his 
assistant andside-kick, Paul 
Bamford. 
"I've been with Earle since my 
high school days," Bamford said. 
"I :started working for Ea.rle a.:s o 
seller for football, hockey, and 
other athletic contests." 
Bamford continued selling 
during his years here at UNH 
where he majored in Business 
Administration, and then be-
came the assistant. · 
"When the job opened up, I 
applied and Earle picked me," 
Bamford explained, "I've been 
the assistant for the last 15 
months." 
"Paul has applied himself well 
and is a fast learner and will 
continue to do an excellent 
job," Charette said, "I hope 
everyone will give him the co-
operation they have extended to 
me." 
Charette spoke softly and 
quietly, often pausing to reflect 
back on all the years that he's 
spent at UNH. When he said 
so me thing, it came from the 
heart. 
"I've never had a better group 
of students year after year and 
they should be highly 
commended," said Charette, 
"Anything they had or wanted, 
they've been perfect ladies and 
gentlemen about'it." 
Charette hasn't treated the 
students badly either. 
Three years ago when the 
hockey team had home ice in 
the playoffs, students started 
lining up for tickets the night 
before they were to go on saie. 
It was cold and windy that 
night and most of the students 
came prepared to spend their 
time on the line in the cold. 
Charette came to the rescue, 
allowing tlie students to spend 
the night in the Field House. 
Charette started working for 
the State of Maine Mutual 
Racing Commission. He then 
moved to New Hampshire and 
later started selling tickets for 
Andy Mooradian part time. 
"Later on, the ticket managers 
job opened up and I applied, and 
was accepted." 
"I've been in complete charge 
of the · Athletic and Theater 
tickets," Charette said, "But I 
gave up the theater tickets so I 
couid devote more time to the 
Athletic Department." 
"I'm really going to miss the 
faculty, staff, Field Hmise and 
staff, and all I've been associated 
with all this time," said 
Charette. "It's not easy when 
you've been associated with an 
organization of this type." 
"With people like Andy 
Mooradian and Junie 
Carbonneau and all those I've 
been associated with all these 
years who have been such a great 
help to me, I'm really going to 
miss them very very much." 
"Jock McKenzie of WTSN has 
also been a great help to me," 
Charette added, "He's been very 
kind and considerate to me 
too." 
Earle will be living at his home 
in Barrington with his wife and 
son. 
"They've been very under-
standing through it all," said 
Charette in reference to his long 
hours he spends at the Field 
House some nigh ts. 
UNH is losing a man of great 
character and responsibility. ' · 
Perhaps Bamford summed it 
up best when asked what he 
thought about Charette, "Super, 
just super." 
sports shorts 
UNH soccer ranked 10th 
The UNH soccer team is ranked tenth in New England according 
to a coaches poll. Other Yankee Conference schools in the poll are 
Connecticut second, Vermont fourth, and Rhode -~land .fifth. 
UConn is also ranked ninth in a national poll. 
UNH will hOst the Huskies today. Game time is 3 o'clock. 
~. 
Yankee Conference football 
The only· other Yankee Conference game scheduled for 
tomorrow is Rhode Island at Maine. 
The Rams are coming off a tough 3-0 loss to Brown while tne 
Black Bears are hoping to make it two in· a row. 
Maine defeated Central Connecticut last week 17~. 
In other games, Boston University travels across the river to Har-
vard in hopes of repeating last years's 13-9 upset. Both teams won 
last week. · 
Massachusetts isn't playing this weekend. The Minutemen will be 
in Boston to play BU next weekend. 
For the gamblers 
Jeff Sagarin favors New Hampshire over Connecticut tomorrow 
by 81h points. 
Football rankings 
The UNH football team fell from tne top ten in the country. 
Last week the Wildcats were ranlced fourth. 
Northern Michigan; ,the defending i;:Hvision II ch~l>ion, is stiU 
on top. - ·- · 
Lehigh, the team UNH beat ilf the . quarter final$ ·last ,year, is ·; 
sixth. · · ~. ·• . 
.... Western ;_Kentucky, the team· UNH lost to in the semi firiBls, 'ls 
eigh:th. · · · · · 
UNH'S' ,l!;v Hamann scores the Wildcats' second goal in Tuesday's field hockey game. (Bill Kelton 
photo) 
Stickwomen • Will opener, -6-3 
By Sharon Lavertu 
· Goals by freshman Gail Grif-
fith gave UNH the · cushion it 
needed. The women's field 
hockey team edged the Univer-
sity of Maine(Portland-Gorham) 
3-1 Tuesday on Memorial Field. 
UNH dominated its opening 
game threatening tne goal four 
times more than UMaine. Costly 
errors, however, prevented a 
UNH trouncing of UMaine. 
"I may make changes from 
game to game until I find a line 
combination that works better," 
said coach Jean Rilling. '~I ex-
pect to cut down the errors in 
front of the goal where it is criti-
cal. I was happy with the offense 
in the first half, though." 
The jayvees were more frus-
trating to UMaine winning· 8-0. 
In the varsity, Griffith scored 
the first goal minutes into- the 
game after several UNH shots 
barely missed the net. 
· UNH kept up the pressure. 
After a quick UNH drive upfield, 
Griffith slapped the ball passed 
goalie Sue Lacroix for her sec-
ond score. 
Griffith played m_uch of the 
first half with an injured knee 
and withdrew for the second 
half. 
The Wildcats were faster and 
had better stick control, but 
they were plagued by offside 
penalties in this half. Several 
quick breaks that could have 
been goals only resulted in turn-
ing the ball over to UMaine. 
Ev Hamann scored the only 
other UNH goal by shooting 
through a crowded defense. 
Cathy Nichols, Kathy San-
born, and Marissa Didio were 
active defenders clearing the ball 
away from the UNH . end. They 
outmanuevered UMaine with 
accurate and quick passes. 
FIELD HOCKEY, page 20 
Men's tennis keeps on • • • w1nn1ng 
By Lee Hun,saker 
·The Wildcat tennis team ex--
tended their unbeaten string to 
four straight as they downed the 
University of Vermont last Tues-
day afternoon 5-2. 
Jeff Aarts' continued domina-
tion· over Peter Cooper and a 
new set of doubles pairing 
proved the difference in the win. 
Aarts had defeated Cooper the 
week before in the ECAC semi-
finals when Cooper was seeded 
number 1 in that tournament. 
Coach Dwight Peters juggled 
the line up someV{hat, moving 
Scott _Taylor and Mark Weber up 
to second and third respectively 
while dropping Andy Harrison 
to fourth. 
Peters' reason for the move is 
to better prepare the squad for 
the Yankee Conference champ-
ionships the 8th and 9th of 
October. 
The biggest move however 
came in the doubles where 
Peters split up the two time 
ECAC doubles champs of Taylor 
and Weber and the number one 
doubles of Aarts and Harrison. 
''This may make us a little bit 
stronger in preparation for tne 
Ya'nkee Conference," stated 
Pete.rs. "Of course I'm con-
cerned about the move but I felt 
it was "needed and I'll leave it for 
now." ' 
In the match itself, Aarts de-
feated Cooper in straight sets 
EH, 6-4. 
Taylor lost to Scott Turban 
6-1, 7-5 while Weber won over 
Bruce Rockwitz 6-0, 7-5. 
Harri~on breezed through his 
win ov~r Mark Compagnon 6-2, 
6-1 but Sam Richards had trou-
ble hi. the fjfth position and suc-
cumbed to Neal Tagerman 7-6, 
6-2. 
Jeff Lynch, still returning to ~ 
peak form after pulling ~ muscle · 
in his back earlier in the season, 
had to go three sets before dis-
posing of Frank Babbott 6-7, 
6-2, 6-3. 
"I'm really pleased with Jeff 
(Lynch) winning," said Peters. 
"He's gaining more and more con-. 
fidence as he goes along." 
Taylor and Harri.son were the 
first doubles to win defeating 
. > Co mpagnon and Tagerman in 
the number two slot .6-0, 6-0. 
Lynch and Jim Cobban then 
won the number three doubles 
over Rockwitz and Babbott 7:..6, 
6-4 as Aarts and Weber were ex-
tended to three sets by Cooper 
and-Turban before winning 5-7, 
6-3, 6-4. 
"I think the basis for the 
win/' commented .Peters, '~came 
from the momep.tum that we 
gained at the ECAC's. Jeff 
(Aarts) has gained quite a 
psychological advantage over 
Cooper and I expect to see him 
seeded number 1 in the Yankee 
Conference." 
In speculating · about the Yan-
kee Conference, Peters was un-
yielding of a prediction except 
to say "I think we '11 do pretty 
well but it'll be tough. This 
looks to be the closest Yankee 
Conference that I've known of 
in_ five years/1 
~ l!i. . '" 
Mark Weber (left) and Scott Taylor (right) took the doubles title · 
for the second straight year in last weekend's ECAC tennis tourna-
ment. (Terri Hoye photo) . . . . 
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Connecticut invades Durham. ... 
Cloutier returns 
Wildcats optimistic 
n::- E.: :.kGraL 
"We 're going to win." 
Those are tile words of soccer 
coach Art Young describing to-
day's game against Connecticut 
(3:00 p.m., Lewis Field). 
Coming into tnis game, tl1e 
Huskies are undefeated. They 
are ranked second in New 
England and nintn in the nation. 
UNH on tt1e ott1er !land is 3-1 
and ra.nked ten th in N e:w 
England. 
"We're not taking UNH light-
ly',, said Ilu.iskk coach Joe 
Marrone yesterday, "We've seen 
UNH play and are impressed 
wit11 their team and thei~ 
attitude." 
· "We'll have to 11ave a maxi-
murri .effort to make a game of 
it," Morrone said. 
UNH nas lost to UConn by a 
1-0 score the last two years. 
"Two years ago, we were 
18-2-1," e_x plained Morrone, 
"We escaped witn a 1-0 win in 
Durham. We were lucky we 
won." 
The Wildcats nave nad almust 
a week off since their loss to 
Boston College last Saturday. 
Tnis layoff llas 11elped in the in-
jury department. 
Mike Cloutier will be back 
after missing the BC game. 
Cloutier is the second leading 
scorer on the team and has 
scored a goal in every game he's 
played in ~his year. 
Goalie Bruce Riedell is a 
doubtful- starter 'because of a 
foot injury. Riedell is the third 
l~aliiug u~tmirn.ler lu tu.e Yau.kee 
Conference with a .67 goals 
against average. 
"Riedell is still having 
problems," Young: said, "He's 
not coming along as well as we 
would like." 
If Riedell is --unable to · play, 
freshman Gordon Tuttle will 
start. 
Tuttle was in goal in the game 
against Keene. Keene coach Ron 
SOCCER, page 21 
Allen ntay start · 
Huskies winless 
By Mike Minigan 
After last week's trial against 
Ivy and Division 1 competition, 
the UNH football team gets back 
to Yankee Conference business 
tomorrow hosting the University 
of Connec~icut at Cowell 
Stadium. Game time is 1:30 
p.m. 
This is the Conference opener 
for the Huskies who stand at 0-3 
due to losses to Colgate, Navy 
and Yale. 
"They're an 0-3 football team, 
but they do a number of things 
well defensively," said UNH Bill 
Bowes. 
"They limited Colgate to 14 
points and held a strong Navy 
team to just three points in the 
first nalf." 
UConil coach Larry Naviaux, 
however, feels that his team must 
do a much better job defensively 
in order to contain tne Wildcats. 
"We'll always talk about the 
positive things," Naviaux said in 
an interview Wednesday. "But 
hopefully we'll be able to 
improve over the performance of 
the last three games. Twenty one 
points is just too many points to 
allow if you want to win 
football games." 
The Huskies' defensive unit re-
turns 12 lettermen this year and 
are deep up front and at 
linebacker, but began the season 
weak in the defensive backfield. 
But N aviaux feels that his 
defensive backs have shown 
much improvement over the sea-
son. 
"The defensive backs have 
actually been one of our bright 
spots," the coacn said. ''We're 
looking at a co~ple of different 
FOOTBALL, page 21 
Forward Bob Black puts a move on a Boston College defen.der. Black is UNH's leading scorer. (Jon 
Seaver photo) 
Bill Burnham (36) looks for some daylight against Dartmouth. Burnham has rushed for 493 yards 
this season. (Ed McGrath photo) 
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The undefeated UNH women'.s 
tennis team will play the Univer-
sity of Maine(Portland-Gorham) 
today at 3:30 on the Field 
House courts. 
UNH won a dramatic 6-3 
match against Bowdoin College 
last Tuesday at Bowdoin. It was 
the second win of the season for 
UNH. 
"Unless UMaine is much 
stronger than they were last 
year, we should be able to win 
today," coach Joyce Mills said. 
Comebacks and strong singles 
playing saved UNH from near 
defeat Tuesday as many of the 
matches went three sets. The 
singles won all of their fina\-set 
matches while tne doubles lost 
two. . 
It wasn't until UNH's Lisa 
Bragdon fell behind 5-1 in the 
tnird set that she started to out-
play Ellen Golodner. The fourth 
singles seed took the next six 
games to stun (}olodner 7-5. 
Bragdon breezed 6-0 in the 
first set when Golodner made 
many mistakes. Golodner fought 
back to win in the second set. 
The number one doubles pla-
yers Debbie Ackerson and Winty _ 
Woodbridge pulled another up-
set to win. 
They started slowly and were 
down 5-1 and 4-0 in tne first 
two sets. By ~hanging the pace 
of the match with lobs and vol· 
leys, they forced their oppo-
nents to make mistakes and won 
7-5, 6-4. . 
UNH's Nancy Danker also 
won in her tight match with Me-
-gan Devine. 
WOMEN'~ TENNIS, page 20 
